


The 15th Rethinking Everything conference was held in early September and it was another wonderful, 
glorious year, rich with love and connectedness, challenging new ways of thinking and being in the world, 

outrageous fun and games.  Big new plans are in store for next year!  Barb is headed to Costa Rica as this issue emails, 
to nurture her first grandchild, son and partner... a birth that is intended for warm Caribbean waters and 

completely unassisted.  Sarah and her family are enjoying the warm fall with friends in Texas for a few months 
so her daughter can immerse herself in an acting class.  Hope your fall is everything you intend it to be!

Love,   Barb and Sarah
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 . . . your feedback . . . 
we love it all, yes we do

We received so much divergent feedback from you in response to our July story that we just had to share some of it with you.  
Our story of love sparked much emotion, thought and... change.  

 Inok, thank you so much for sharing your story in 
the recent Rethinking Everything magazine.  In my humble 
opinion, your story was the most authentic, loving, and 
consciousness upgrading. I really enjoyed your writing style. 
Thanks for being beautiful inside and out. I imagine all the 
happiness you can experience now and continuously, for you 
and your cosmic baby.  With Love.  ❤

 I just finished the July issue of the magazine yester-
day, and I have been thinking non-stop about it... There is 
so much to mull over.  I loved it.  I loved the honesty, the 
specific detail, the emotion.  It was so profound.  Words 
cannot even express my feelings on it, but thank you for the 
hard work you put into the issue.  It was AMAZING... the 
glaze-over-while-drinking-your-coffee type of amazing... the 
run-into-hug-my-husband amazing.  Thank you.  xoxox  ❤

  I was quite touched by these stories.  I am still pro-
cessing and trying to understand it all.  I am very aware of my 
“old paradigm” thinking and biases.  I guess I struggle with 
the concept of “unconditional love” except when it applies 
to infants and children (the former is helpless and dependent 
and the latter has an unfinished brain).  If Shellie cut Quinn’s 
dick off, would there still be “unconditional love”?   If Inok 
took her baby and returned to Arizona, is there still uncondi-
tional love?  I feel there are many conditions on which love is 
based and while it’s easy to knock around the blatantly poor 
examples (money, status, looks, etc.) to pretend other factors 
are not “conditions” seems naive.  Also, I hope promises and 
commitment come into play where the baby is concerned.  
Quinn can discard Inok I suppose but that baby needs his 
daddy (and vice versa), I would argue, for Quinn’s entire life.  
Lots to ponder.  I don’t have a problem with the sex part at 
all as long as all the adults are in the know and are fine with 
it.  Nothing new or revolutionary there...we’ve had polygamy 
and harems and swingers and whatnot for millennia.  ❤

 OMGEEEEEEZY!! Shellie!! For the past few days I 
have started to send a message numerous times but could not 
even put into words what I’ve been feeling. Every time I’ve 
started to write I’ve ended up deleting the message! 

Since I haven’t had access to a computer to listen to the video 
portion of the story, I’ve been in search of anything else on 
the Internet I can find about your journey! I have watched 
almost every YouTube video with you and Quinn or just 
Quinn via my iPhone.

I had just watched all of the “White Robe” videos when I 
found an article called “Wild Child.” I am in the middle 
of reading it and LOVING all that Quinn’s mom Barb has 
shared within it which I’ve read so far. This all makes so 
much sense to me! I still haven’t even read everything else 
there is to read in REM!

If a person has to say they are on this earth for a reason, I 
believe mine is to know this love which you have all shared. 
I have been close, but not able to know I could go into the 
“now” and deal with old paradigms’ ...fear...jealousy .....
possessiveness. The past few days have been a challenge and 
I am in transition. Every time I have allowed fear into my 
thoughts, I quickly make myself remember the description 
of how you and Inok handle it in your story. Otherwise it is 
unbearable. I am not alone! 

For the first time in my life I feel as though I am not on 
someone else’s journey. I feel as though I am one with the 
natural state of alignment of authentic love and it’s energy. 

This quote from your story by Margaret Anderson is my new 
favorite!

In real love you want the other person’s good.
In romantic love you want the other person. ❤



                             

Obedience and Submission: 
Gifts of Love

“I’m thinking of a word that has been 
knocked up and over-used.”  So sings 
Karin Bergquist of the band Over the 
Rhine in their song “When You Say 
Love.”  Not surprisingly, given the song’s 
title, the word this line is referring to is 
“love.”  Today, however, I’m thinking 
of a couple of other words.  These are 
abused and misused as well, but also 
feared and misunderstood because of 
that abuse. 

The words are “submission” and “obedience.”

In any culture, mindset, or community in which one 
values personal liberty, freedom of choice, and a pursuit of 
happiness, these words and their corresponding images of 
fear, oppression, domination, and control are at the very 
least uncomfortably discussed, if not considered wholly 
repugnant.  The truth of the matter is, however, that 

submission and obedience are inescapable parts of being 
human.  All human relationships include power negotiations 
and varying levels of control or influence, along with 
corresponding degrees of cooperation, submission, and 
obedience.  This is true from our earliest relationships with 
our parents on through to siblings, friends, teachers, pastors, 
enemies, bullies, bosses, and co-workers.

In particular, however, I’d like to focus here on that parent/
child relationship.  I, like most readers of this magazine, am 
keenly interested in avoiding certain punitive, control-heavy 
forms of parenting and desire instead to provide my son with 
the greatest degree of freedom I can to become the best, 
truest version of himself he can be.  I want this because I love 
him and because I believe in the value of feeling the freedom 
in one’s life to be whatever person one feels called, designed, 
and destined to be. 

How, then, with all this talk of liberty and personal choice, 
does one deal with these concepts of obedience and 
submission?  Are they really a necessary and natural part 
of the parent/child dynamic?  I believe they are.  In fact, 
it seems to me to be a fairly inescapable truth that parents 
must necessarily and unavoidably exert influence over their 
children.  This is a natural function of our position in our 
children’s lives.  Parents are the first and primary conduits 
for a child’s experience of and communication with the 
world.  From within the womb itself, my son heard sounds, 
felt vibrations and movement, played with my wife and I, 
touched our hands, and expressed his feelings—all through 
the resonant drum head of my wife’s skin and soft tissue.  
Her very body was his tuning fork for understanding and 

interpreting his own existence.  To this day, by the mere fact 
and function of that relationship, we as his parents remain 
for him the central guideposts and translators by which and 
through which he marks and interprets the realities with 
which he is confronted.

The truth of the matter is, however, that submission and 
obedience are inescapable parts of being human. 



So, whether we want to be or not, whether we ask for it or 
not, my wife and I are in a position of profound influence—
and therefore a position of profound authority—in our 
son’s life.  At the same time, he is his own person with his 
own desires and agendas and his own feelings and ideas that 
are only his.  He has his own mind and his own will 
and—as connected to us as he is—his mind and will 
are separate from ours.  In order, then, for our family 
to function as a team, a group, and a community, a 
negotiation of wills and a power play that determines 
whose agenda will rule a day, a month, a moment, 
must necessarily occur.

It’s not important, I think, to put too fine a point 
on how the mechanics of this relationship play out.  
All families (and therefore all family dynamics) are 
different—specific in their details to the mindsets, 
worldviews, and values of the members of that family.  
What I can focus on with some certainty and at least 
the clarity of my own experience as both a son and 

a father are a few guidelines that, though they are deeply 
linked to my own values and worldview, constitute some 
universal truths about the role of obedience and submission 
within the parent/child dynamic.

FREEDOM FIRST

One of the big reasons many of us focus so strongly on 
freedom for our children is that it is very commonplace in 
our culture for parents to hold the reigns too tightly with 
their children, turning the simplest moments into demands 
for obedience.  Many parents seem to spend the vast majority 
of their time instructing and correcting their children, even 
down to the smallest details of what they do and how they do 
it.

An example I often use is a dad who sat with his wife and 
young son in a booth next to ours at a Mexican restaurant.  
The restaurant had provided a kids’ menu and crayons.  This 
seemed to this particular father the ideal opportunity to 
tell his son what to do.  “Here, color on this paper...use the 

crayons...press harder...no, not that hard!...don’t break it...stay 
in the lines...”  There were few moments during my family’s 
meal when we did not hear this father giving some kind of 
instruction or rebuke to his son.

As a dad myself, I try to play against that “type” and avoid 
being the typical American dad whose primary goal seems 
to be control.  Instead, I try to choose carefully the times 
I direct, guide, or correct my son.  If it isn’t obviously 
dangerous, destructive, or causing a disturbance to others 
that I feel is disrespectful for me to allow, I just watch him 
and jump in only if I feel I’m needed.  Now, at 22 months 
old and in certain places, he can get a surprising number of 
dangerous ideas!  But I prefer to distract him or guide his 
interaction with, say, an electric bass in a music store, rather 
than punish him for being a kid who is curious about the 
world and learns primarily through firsthand experience.

There is a certain implicit trust that children have 
toward their parents, but a trust that is abused becomes 

weak or nonexistent very quickly. 



I try to save my big “no” and establishment of a strong 
boundary for things that threaten to hurt him or others or 
that are destructive.  When he’s older, I’ll be able to explain 
things to him better than I can now and that will be a big 
help.  For now, I try to use simple phrases that I hope he 
understands like, “that’s dangerous,” or “that hurt Mommy,” 
or “please be careful.”  One way or another, I try to stay as 
positive as I can and to remember that there are many things 
he simply doesn’t understand and that all his actions are 

outgrowths of his learning process.

I find that when I reserve the exertion of my authority for 
things that matter, my son is more likely to obey.  And I do 
want him to obey because I want him to trust me.  Trust is 
so important in a parent/child relationship and it must be 
earned.  There is a certain implicit trust that children have 
toward their parents, but a trust that is abused becomes 
weak or nonexistent very quickly.  I try to relate to my son 
in such a way that I honor the trust that he places in me.  If I 
lead him astray, I acknowledge it immediately and apologize 
sincerely.  I thank him just as sincerely when he obeys as well.
Another reason I want him to obey me is that my arms aren’t 

ten feet long.  I want him to develop the habit of knowing 
that if I say he needs to stop or put something down, he 
needs to obey because I am trying to help him.  That way, 
something dangerous is less likely to happen by the time I 
can get to where he is.  He may not like it sometimes, but if 
I get his attention and tell him he needs to put something 
down, he knows he is expected to do it.  He may start to 
cry because he doesn’t want to obey, but he’ll do it anyway 
because he knows I’m ultimately in charge.  This isn’t because 

I’ve beat this reality into him, but because 
he knows that this is my natural place of 
authority.  He’s still learning, of course, 
but he’s smart and he knows what I’m 
saying.  I try not to speak to him in anger, 
but only in concern and love.

As he gets older, I’ll have to do this first 
more and more (as his abilities grow 
faster than his understanding) and then 
less and less, as his understanding catches 
up to his abilities.  This means I must 
always be mindful to respect his ability to 
judge for himself and only step in when 
I’m truly needed.  Depending on his 

age, where we are, and what we’re doing, that may be every 
couple of minutes or hardly ever.  But I always make a mental 
assessment to be sure I’m not getting sucked into the trap of 
controlling his every move and telling him how hard to press 
with his crayons.

If freedom is the general condition, then when compliance 
is asked for, the moment is unique and important.  If control 
is always the culture, compliance is a drudgery to be resented 
and escaped.  Why abuse and devalue both my authority 
and his freedom when I can seek the maximum benefit from 
both?

When someone gives you their obedience, their submission, 
their respect, their trust, they are giving you a gift.  The best way 

to become the recipient of those gifts is to first give them. 



OBEDIENCE IS A GIFT

When someone gives you their obedience, their submission, 
their respect, their trust, they are giving you a gift.  The best 
way to become the recipient of any of those gifts is to first 
give them.  The person who has most influenced my views 
here is probably the Apostle Paul, who was a great teacher of 
this idea.  When, in his letter to the Church in Ephesus, he 
addressed existing structures of dominance and submission 
in his culture (husbands and wives, parents and children, 
slaves and masters), he established what those structures 
should look like in a world where his readers were now all 
equal in Christ.  In so doing, it seems he was answering the 
question, “How do authority structures operate and still 
recognize equality?”

What Paul says is that those under authority should continue 
to recognize that authority.  But his admonition to those in 
authority is that they respect and care for those they lead.  
He tells husbands (heads of the household by cultural norms 

of his day) to love their wives as their own bodies and give 
themselves for their wives as Christ gave himself for his 
followers.  He tells masters to “give up the use of threats” 
and do good to those in their service.  He advises parents to 
“not provoke your children to anger” but to raise them under 
God’s law—a law he has described as one of love and grace. 

What we see here is a cycle of gift-giving.  Each member of 
the relationship gives (and, in turn, receives) love, respect, 
and service.  No matter who you are, the point is to decide 
that the circle will start with you.  Give respect to others—
especially to those under your authority—without looking 
for this to be earned or reciprocated.  This will, in turn, earn 
that respect for you.  Your job then becomes to steward that 
gift, to use it wisely and not abuse it.  Receive the submission 
of others by leading in a way that serves them as well.

Instead of setting up obedience as a test of our love, 
it seems more likely that Jesus is here setting up love 

as a path to obedience.

 
The 

culture that is encouraged here is one of mutual respect 
and service.  Even though I have authority over my son, if 
I am not ultimately using that authority to serve him, I am 
not loving him.  Paul also said in his letter to the Church in 
Philippi, “Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, 
but in humility consider others better than yourselves.”  It is 
a universal truth that love puts others first and it is love that 
is at the center of this kind of relational dynamic, particularly 
in the case of parents and children.

LOVE RULES

Of course, Paul based his teachings on those of Jesus of 
Nazareth.  One of the great things he had to say about 
obedience was recorded in the Gospel of John.  Jesus says, 
“If you love me, you will keep my commandments.”  This is 
not a test.  Jesus is not saying, “Prove to me that you love me 
by doing as I say.”  That’s manipulative and manipulation is 



not in harmony with what we know about Jesus’ character.  
Therefore, we must reassess the common reading of his words 
here. 

Instead of setting up obedience as a test of our love, it seems 
more likely that Jesus is here setting up love as a path to 
obedience.  In other words, when we love someone, we 
naturally want to serve and please them—particularly if 
that person is already in a natural position of authority over 
us.  Christian or not, it’s hard for us to do the things Jesus 
commands us to do—love those who persecute us, forgive 
those who wrong us, give away the things we’ve earned to 

those in need.  We can often struggle to do what is right.  
What Jesus says here is, “focus on love and obedience will 
follow.” 

It’s a simple idea with enormous ramifications and it 
translates into our everyday human relationships, especially 
the relationship between parent and child.  If love is the 
central focus, the guiding principle of everything we do, 
obedience will follow because love calls us to respect our 
children, to put their well-being, safety, and happiness above 
our own.  This, in turn, cultivates respect and a desire to obey 
in our children.  This is a gift and a great responsibility.  Love 
calls us to nurture our children’s freedom, to open the wide 
world of possibilities to them, and to help them become the 
best versions of themselves they can be. 

We do this, not by programming their every move, but by 
encouraging the truest, kindest, most loving person they have 
inside themselves to spring forth in their values and their 
actions.  It’s a job best done by modeling—creating through 

our own actions and habits an example and a family culture 
that encourages a lifestyle of kindness, respect, and love.  This 
naturally limits us to invoking our authority only in places 
where guidance is truly needed.  Then, when such guidance 
is given under love, love will cause our children to want to 
follow where we’re leading.  Hopefully, this will also be true 
because we are guiding them in a direction in which we 
already see them growing as human beings.

In order to have true influence that inspires beneficial 
obedience, we must not focus so much on establishing our 
own authority.  Instead, we must establish the authority of 
love.  Under the reign of love, obedience comes naturally.  So 
the key to cultivating the kind of respect and desire to please 
in our children that will allow us the authority to guide and 
direct them in accordance with our calling is to, as Lenny 
Kravitz says, “Let Love Rule.”

CONCLUSION

Obedience and submission are not dirty words.  They are 
beautiful gifts that we as humans get to give and receive on 
a daily basis.  Maybe they’re just as “knocked up and over-
used” as the word “love” because they are equally as powerful.  
They are, in fact, conduits of love itself.  They represent 
the ways in which we show love to one another, by always 
putting the other first, even—and especially—when we’re 
the ones in authority.  Our children will follow us and our 
example, whether we choose to lead rightly or at all.  It is 
therefore our responsibility to take that gift of trust, respect, 
and service and give it back to them in a relationship that 
fosters freedom, responsibility, trust, and love. There is no 
higher calling on this Earth.

Comments?  Tell us!  We love hearing from you.
publishers@rethinkingeverythingmagazine.net
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kevincneece.com and undiscoveredcountryproject.com. 



We began our 8 year adventure in 2009, 
starting in Central and South America.  
We gave away all of our possessions and 
hit the road for a permanent adventure 
and are slowly traveling 
around the globe 
allowing inspiration to 
be our compass.  We have 
become most interested 
in exploring cultures, 
contributing by serving 
and connecting with 
humanity as ‘global 
citizens’.  To date, over 
600 days into our trip, 
we have been traveling 
throughout Central 
America and currently find ourselves in 
South America with no stop in sight. 

I’ve often been asked, how did a 44 year old single mother, 
ex- business owner, artist, designer, brander,  writer, creative 
thinker, activist, liberal and dog lover begin exploring the 
world on an open-ended-around-the-world tour with her 11 
year old son?

How did it all start?

Hmm... the beginning is the best place to start, I suppose.
The circumstances that led to our current lifestyle were an 
amalgamation of many things lining up to create a path of 
least resistance.  There are three main factors that led to our 

jumping ship from the conventional lifestyle: inspiration, 
economy, and mental sanity.

I can start by telling you a little about my professional 
background, which is what most of us identify with.  In fact 
I did until two years ago, but we will get to that a little bit 

later.
I am currently 
44 years old.  I 
spent roughly 
the last 20 years 
working in one 
creative capacity 
or another.  After 
college and 
traveling through 
Europe for a year, 
I returned to the 
states with less 
of a direction 
and knew that I 
needed to figure 

out how to make 
a living in a creative capacity.  I worked as an artist assistant 
and waited on tables as I continued to create my own art.

In 1991, I found myself waiting on tables in West 
Hollywood, next door to a tiny start up called BoxTop, 
who created these things called “web-sites”.  I managed to 
talk myself into the art department as the company’s first 
intern.  I worked for about 6 months for free, learning 
everything I could about (early) web design.  With my fine 
art background, design came easy to me.  This was when the 
web was young and excitement drove progress, paralleling to 
my personal development.

Fast forward past eight years of working with consumer 
brands when I decided to take my career in a new direction.  

Raising Miro 
on the Road of Life



I accepted a new position as Executive Art Director at a 
start up called Digital Entertainment Network (DEN).  I 
was in charge of  managing an art department of 35 artists 
and launching a new, online network of original content 
programming geared for the Gen Y generation... and yes, 
this was the “dotcom” hay-day, the era of six-figure salaries, 
enormous expense accounts, and no less than fifteen  hour 
work days.

This was a time of tremendous personal change as well.  Not 
only did I find myself in a new position with a new company, 
but I was also newly single and pregnant with Miro.  Miro’s 
presence gave me insight that kept me grounded through 
the madness of the crazy dotcom days that swept away many.  
The baby growing inside of my body provided wisdom and 
perspective I wasn’t sure I had before.  He wasn’t even born, 
but the bond was tremendous and there was no doubt our 
lives were deeply connected.
And the dotcom bubble began to burst...

In late 2001 I made a gutsy move:  I started my own agency.  

I was well liked in the industry and my design work was 
well respected.  The years of client services came with many 
contacts, all of whom preferred to work with the smaller 
shops during the market crash.  It was a time that relied 
on relationships and a time of growth.  I started a small 
design agency and, specializing on branding for green, eco-
companies, non-profits, and arts organizations, jungle [8] 
became one of the first specialty firms known for green 
branding and communications.  Building a business from 
the ground up did come at a cost, however.  The cost was the 
available time I had for my son, still the most important part 
of my life.

Burnout? I get it.  But how did you come to make a 
radical decision to change your life?

Running a business took a toll on me.  I realized I was 
working those 15 hour work days that reflected the craziness 
of the dot com days past.  Now, Miro had grown up with the 
agency jungle [8] around him.  He was comfortable with 
participating in our meetings and being in the office among 
our team.  But he still said to me more times than I like to 
admit, “Mom, you never spend any time with me.  You are 
always working.”  That was true and his voice had the power 

to break my heart into tiny pieces.

In 2008, again, the California economy took a turn.  One 
evening in September of that year, Miro and I were sitting 
in the office after everyone had left for the evening.  I let out 
a sigh and looked at him and said, “I don’t want to do this 
anymore...  Let’s get rid of everything and find a simpler life, 
climb a volcano, plant a garden, live in the jungle.  Let’s go 
have an adventure in the world away from this consumerist 
lifestyle and get back to what really matters - each other and 
enjoying life.”

Miro looked and me and smiled and said, “I’m in!’
...and that was all it took.

Decision made, now, what?

Once we made the decision to make these changes in our 
lives, everything else fell into place.

And it was simple.

The simplicity of letting go guided our process; simplicity 
of making up our minds and setting our intentions.  There 
was no resistance therefore the process, once it started, was 
simple.

The nuts and bolts?  We stopped what we were doing, 
committed to it, then went through the process of selling or 
giving away all of our belongings.  Perpetual motion just took 
over.  Really.  In other words, everything starts to fall into 
place once our intention was set.  My advice?
Trust the process.
Trust the flow.
And yes, I assure you, it’s the easiest thing to do when the 
inspiration comes from inside of you.
Trust.
Yes, that’s it.  Trust that it will work out and guaranteed, it 
will.

You got rid of everything?  What’s that like?

Actually shedding our belongings and material assets was the 
most liberating aspect to the whole preparation experience.  
Letting go in the beginning was slightly difficult - identified 
as the the fear of the unknown.  But soon after we began the 



process, we realized how easy it was to give away or sell our 
“things” and just how good it felt to go through that process.  
It was as if shedding each layer released a tiny weight, 
preventing me from flying somehow, allowing us to take one 
step closer towards our journey.  This we were excited about.  

Interestingly enough, just after we had committed to our trip, 
I would have nightly dreams about getting rid of our things, 
like a butterfly breaking through its cocoon.  The feeling of 
liberation was something 
I desired deeply and 
the anticipation of that 
feeling made the letting 
go process very natural 
to us.  To witness Miro 
giving away his toys to his 
friends and other children 
was so heartwarming as 
well.  I felt honored I 
was able to facilitate his 
experience of giving and 
letting go.

I can’t express properly 
with words how amazing 
the feeling actually 
is.  There are a dozen 
analogies I could use, one 
more visually or emotionally titillating than another, but 
until you go through the experience of getting rid of it all, it 
is meaningless.  Do it and you’ll feel the exhilaration.

Stuff gone, ready to go?

Six months later, our stuff was gone and we were ready for 
our trip.  But first, Miro and I decided to a take trial trip 
first, as we explored couch surfing in Latin America.  We 
took 6 weeks and explored Mexico and Belize.  We adjusted 
quickly to being in a Spanish speaking country, learned the 
grace of being hosted, and Miro and I slowed down and 
started enjoying time with each other.  We had some amazing 
adventures, met more amazing people, and discovered in 
those 6 weeks that we could do this together.

We tried out our new packs, our new hiking boots, our travel 
gadgets and travel guide books.  It was our trail trip and that 

was just what we needed - time to get our feet wet and go 
back to make final adjustments.

For several months leading up to the trip, I was definitely 
stressed out - wrapping up details and dealing with logistics.  
I was about 15 pounds heavier than my ideal weight, my 
skin was broken out from stress, and I was emotionally and 
physically exhausted.  To make matters worse, looking as bad 
as I did, I actually felt run down.

So in that state, what 
were the chances of 
being booked on the 
same flight out of L.A. 
to Houston with an 
ex-boyfriend?  And he 
was not just any ex-
boyfriend, either.  He 
was my last long term 
significant other; the 
one I refer to as the 
love of my life; the 
one whom I painfully 
parted ways with just 
3 years before.  Was I 
over him at that point?  
I don’t think I will ever 
be.  Some say the best 

revenge is living well and I knew I was on the verge of a huge 
life change.  But looking the way I did, it looked more like I 
was on the verge of a breakdown.  

I was a grown up, after all, so of course I approached him 
with my vulnerable big self.  After a hug and a forced smile, 
I brought him up to speed on what we were doing.  He 
listened and I could see as clearly as our boarding gate over 
his left shoulder that he did not think we would last in our 
new lifestyle for more than a month.  He kissed me on the 
cheek, smiled and said, “well... good luck” and I boarded the 
plane holding back the tears.  I was given the opportunity 
in that moment to declare once again what we wanted, to 
exercise that decision, and say goodbye to the old me.  I knew 
I’d shed the pounds, my skin would once again clear up, 
and I would feel less tired and stressed and wondered, why I 
couldn’t run into him again then????



In hindsight, I have noticed when you declare you want 
something to the universe, many times the universe will 
provide the opportunity to make sure you feel the weight of 
your decision in the process.  This was definitely one of those 
cases.

Speaking of weight, Miro and I noticed on our trial run that 
we packed too much.  Our backpacks were too heavy and we 
didn’t use half of the travel gadgets we thought we would.  
We shed many of those things too when we finally left for 
our round the world trip a month later (after returning to the 
states for Burning Man).  On a side note, we were grateful 
REI allowed exchanges as both Miro and I downsized from 
our original bags.

So, you headed back to the states to regroup, say 
final goodbyes, then you hit the road…  Southward 
bound, perhaps?

Yes, this is true.  Southward bound we went.  We completed 
our first 6 weeks in Mexico and Belize.  Returned to the 
states to experience Burning Man.  Regroup.  Say goodbye - 
this time for real.  Had we remained in Mexico, it would have 
been logical to move south bringing us to where we are today, 
in the mountains of Colombia.

But we didn’t take a direct route and we ended up criss-
crossing north and south through Central America.

We jump started our trip after Burning Man with a direct, 
one-way flight to Costa Rica.  Then, after one month, we 
headed north to Nicaragua.  From there, we basically traveled 
north until we reached Guatemala where we absolutely 
fell in love with the country.  We have explored all of the 
Central American countries including, Belize, Guatemala, 
El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, and 
parts of Mexico.  From our first South American country 
– Colombia - we will eventually head south, exploring the 
cities, towns, and countries on the way, as inspiration guides.

What’s the plan, Stan?

We do try to travel over land as much as possible, meaning 
long bus rides which don’t seem to bother us much.

We travel using inspiration as our compass.  We are also 

practical in terms of trying to go to wherever is closest 
geographically.  We plan our next destination when we feel 
inspired to leave where we are.  We request couches when 
we know we are leaving one place and having a friendly face 
greet us when we arrive at a new place always makes our 
traveling much more fluid.

We never know how long we’ll stay in one place.  Again, if 
we are inspired, stay.  If not, we ask the people we meet on 
the way what places have inspired them and we go.  I think 
though, as a rule of thumb, the least amount of time we 
spend in a place is a week.  It’s very difficult to get to know a 
town or the people in any shorter amount of time.  For me, 
the idea is three weeks to two months to experience life and 
become involved in the culture.

Do you have the support of your family and friends?

Yes, most of our family and friends have been supportive, 
with the exception of a few fear attached friends who 
disapproved of our plans before we set out.  Those judgments 
aside, we have had support from our family, but most didn’t 
think our travel would unfold into the long term plan that it 
did.  That’s something that developed as we set out.

Also, a bit more profound, I am not the me I was then.

Nor was Miro for that matter.  

As I told you earlier, when we left I was stressed, projecting 
into the future, worried, (slightly) unhealthy, and very 
tired.  I was reeling from a failed economy, sad about my 
struggling business I worked so hard over 8 years to build 
and had to close, burnt out, torn up about the future, and 
utterly stressed.  I started our travel in a state of overwhelm 
and gradually unwound as part of the process of detaching, 
letting go.

It wasn’t pretty, let me tell you.

I think my family thought: she needs a vacation more than 
anything.  I think they thought: she’ll travel for a year, then 
take Miro and settle somewhere and start again.
 
But over the last year and a half, I’ve had the opportunity to 
practice the concepts I’ve intellectually studied.  The rhythm 



of being in the moment came naturally to us and as soon 
as our lives, bodies, and spirits were relieved of the idea of 
stress, we became satisfied and content in whatever we did.  
Traveling just happened to be how we expressed our current 
state, and that was natural.  The concept was something I had 
studied, practiced, and yearned for, for years, but not actually 
experienced until our new life became a reality for us.

And now my family is so behind us as they’ve seen the 
changes take place within Miro and myself.  I’ve become very 
peaceful, introspective, trusting, and joyful.  How could they 
not support that?

What have you learned about people since you 
started your journey?

No matter the language, no matter the circumstances, people 
connect with their eyes.  We have the inherent ability to 
understand one another and connect authentically if we just 
give it a chance.  A smile goes a long way and people are kind.  
I have had so many heartwarming experiences on the road 
that take place through a glance but they are real.  Humanity 
is so very beautiful and I’m so honored my son and I can 
share the experiences together.   

I wanted to share with you an experience I had early on 
in our journey.  This is just one example of the amazing 
connections we’ve experienced and I could fill volumes with 
the beauty that has touched our lives since we’ve started to 
travel.

It was a beautiful hot evening on the island of Cozumel 
in Mexico.  Miro and I were walking from the little studio 
apartment where we were staying which was tucked deep 
into the local residential area, just outside the tourist zone.  
As Miro and I walked through the tiny streets lined with 
houses that shared common walls, we were entranced with 
the different facades on each of the dwellings, sounds of 
music coming through the doors, and movement of adults 
and children alike.  The open doors invited us to experience 
the scents of that evening’s meal and offered a glimpse 
into the lives of its inhabitants.  We saw people sitting on 
hammocks in their living rooms, watching TV, children 
playing jacks on the stoop, and teenagers chatting on the 
phone.

We came upon a small gated porch as the front entrance to 
one of the houses.  It was no more than 2 feet deep and no 
wider than 6 feet.  In the center of the porch was an altar 
with burning candles, personal trinkets, and old photographs 
of a woman in varying stages of her life.  Miro and I stopped 
to look at the altar.  I told him this must be an honoring for a 
person who recently had died.  Then from the dark corner of 
the patio, a man stood up and grabbed my hand with his frail 
wrinkled hand.

He was a small dark man, close to 90, with deep lines on his 
face.  He looked so deep into my eyes, he touched my soul.

We held hands for a very long moment, our eyes locked on 
each others.  I felt in love for that moment.  I experienced a 
deep, un-needing love full of gratitude which warmed my 
body, warmed my heart.  We kept our gaze on each other 
and for that space of time we authentically connected in a 
moment of true humanity.  I fell in love.

Rather I felt love for another human being without needing 
anything, without expectations, without a story.  I felt love 
in an instant, for an instant, and it was pure, exceptional love 
that is easily accessible but apparently I don’t access all that 
often.  But it was there, on the surface, open and joyful.
It was a powerful experience I will never forget.  And this is 
just one such connection in our two years of travels that has 
touched both of our lives.

What are some of the most significant learning 
experiences and spiritual insights you have derived 
from your new life?

I have watched Miro changed his relationship with ‘stuff ’.

Miro carries his own things.  We each have a big pack for our 
clothes and each have our own day pack.
 
If Miro wants something, he knows he has to carry it.  
However, when we stay in one place for an extended period 
time, the rules shift a little bit.  Miro has become really good 
with letting things go or giving things away.  An example?  
In Guatemala he collected jumbo Lego sets.  Every time we 
went to the market, we picked up a bucket for the equivalent 
to $2.  He said he knew he’d be giving them away when we 
left the country because he couldn’t travel with them because 



it was too bulky.  But, he said, “I’ll play with them now then 
we’ll make sure they get to some kid who has none when we 
leave.”

His smile always melts 
my heart and, yes, he got 
another bucket of Legos.

When the time came, with 
as much grace as a monk 
he gave his toys to the 
children of San Miguel 
Escobar - a small town 
outside of Antigua - who 
had just experienced a 
horrible mudslide in their 
village.  He was so happy 
to do this and so genuinely in the moment with that action.  
And I was never prouder.

Our travel experience has allowed both Miro and I to give 
in so many ways.  Having the opportunity to experience this 
with my child has been one of the biggest gifts in our travels, 
to date.

Can you share some other examples of giving?

Both Miro and I are crazy about animals.  We have found 
working with animals is natural for us, and specifically dogs 
seem to move us both.  We’ve volunteered in Nicaragua at a 
makeshift animal clinic working with dogs after surgery.  We 
also volunteered at a cat rescue in Belize, helping with the 
daily chores for over 70 animals.

In Nicaragua, I worked with The School of Comedy and 
Mime.  I worked with the school’s founder and marketing 
team to help develop a promotional campaign for two 
upcoming events.  I also taught the team a little about 
brand messaging.  Additionally, I taught a workshop to 
the core company on butoh - a performance discipline I 
studied for several years in Los Angeles, keeping my love for 
performance alive.  

However, my passion is children.  In every country we have 
visited, we’ve spent much time with the children in the 
community, often playing, reading, and simply sharing with 

them.  I have made more friends with kids than Miro has, but 
that’s an entirely different story.  I think next I will seek an 

opportunity to work with 
children with AIDS and 
children in orphanages.

How has traveling 
affected the 
relationship between 
the two of you?

We spend close to every 
moment of our travels 
together (with some 
exceptions of course) 
and, as you can imagine, 
our relationship has 

grown stronger.  The single most important aspect to this has 
been our ability to laugh together.  The games, sayings, and 
interactions between us have become an important part of 
the journey.

We started off having a fantastic relationship, close beyond 
most typical parent-child relationships.  Our relationship has 
clearly strengthened, but I’m not sure if that is by virtue of 
traveling solely.  We do at times encounter issues surrounding 
boundaries.  For example, in addition to being Miro’s mom 
(and dad), sometimes he treats me like a kid-friend, saying 
things that just aren’t appropriate to say to his mom.  We talk 
about it when it comes up and it’s not serious, but things like 
this are bound to come up with our unique lifestyle where 
there is a lack of interaction with other children.  

Other issues arise at times when I wish to share time with 
other adults.  I think these are typical issues any single parent 
will encounter, not specific to the living on the road.

What have you learned from exploring the world?

I love the experiences every day offers.  We are never sure 
what the next day, week, or month will look like, but 
somehow it doesn’t matter very much.  We are present in the 
world and open to whatever opportunities come our way.
Do you feel safe?

I believe our experience of the outer world is a reflection of 



what’s going on in our own inner worlds.  If you travel with 
fear, you attract situations that are fearful.  We feel safe in 
the world; therefore the world is a safe place for us.  We are 
filled with love and compassion; therefore our experiences 
are filled with love and compassion.  It’s an awesome lesson 
and one we probably couldn’t have had being somewhat 
entranced in a conventional lifestyle.

Our experience of Colombia and all of Central America does 
not match any of the images portrayed in mainstream news.  
In the states we are meant to fear Latin American countries 
with their scary histories.  Before we left the states, one of my 
friends thought she was doing us a service by recommending 
we buy kidnap insurance.  This was from a progressive mom, 
whom I thought 
had more sense 
than to buy into 
that kind of fear.  
But I’m afraid she 
did not.

Traveling has 
allowed us to 
experience trust, 
fully and openly.  
I trust we’ll be 
fine in the world.  
I trust that we are 
on path.  I trust 
this is the best experience for my son.  I trust only wonderful 
experiences will come into our lives.  I trust that things 
always fall into place and we’ll meet the right people and find 
the perfect circumstances.  I trust the universe and I can’t 
think of a better way to raise Miro.  

Bottom line is, the world is a safe place and it is exactly our 
choice how we choose to experience it.  And we do.

Can travel change our future?

I truly believe borders and boundaries are a thing of the past.  
There is only one citizenship that holds value, and that is 
“global citizenship”.

I come from a background of activism, which I no longer 
subscribe to.  In the past, I strived to change the world, make 

a dent in issues that mattered to me, usually surrounding 
civil rights, peace, and the Earth’s health.  This activism 
was a huge part of my education in compassion.  However, 
activism strives to change the world from the outside.  
Through traveling with my son, I have discovered that all 
change happens from the inside out.  In other words, ‘being’ 
the compassion can affect the world just by virtue of being 
in the world.  By being compassion and interacting with the 
adults and children we encounter, we cannot help but affect 
our collective future. 
 
You are unschooling Miro.  What does that mean?

As we started our trip, I had no idea such a thing called 
‘unschooling’ existed.  However, 
I noticed Miro was talking 
about the things we wrap into 
neat packages within the formal 
educational system such as 
geography, sociology, history, 
economics, mythology, language 
and second language, literature, 
math, and science.  I sat back one 
night and realized how brilliant 
the idea of having the world teach 
my son was!  Engage in life and 
children (and adults) learn!

Soon thereafter, I discovered the 
formal name for what we were doing as ‘unschooling’.  In 
some circles it’s called ‘radical unschooling’, ‘worldschooling’, 
and roadschooling.  There are similar principals to each of 
those ‘disciplines’ which are based on child-led learning.  This 
is a radical departure from homeschooling circles that teach a 
formal curriculum only in the home environment.

The philosophy behind unschooling is that children will 
learn what they need to know when they are ready and want 
to learn it and this flows through every other aspect of life.  
The whole essence of unschooling is that children, when 
empowered, will learn based on their interests.

I’ve seen games spark Miro’s interest in mythology, quantum 
physics, history, and culture.  We’ve had an open platform 
to discuss humanity, violence, and choices because of video 
games.  I’ve also seen Miro’s research skills improve as the



internet and Google are second nature to him.  I didn’t like 
going to the library when I was his age to research because 
it was so overwhelming - what a drastic change for this 
generation.

I have discovered by virtue of being in this world that we 
can’t help but to learn.  Children learn naturally and retain so 
much more when they are engaged and leading the process 
themselves.  I realized this just by watching Miro blossom 
and be empowered.  What an authentic gift!

How do you afford this?

How can we afford not to do this?  But I suppose this 
question is about the financial aspects of the trip.  We 
didn’t have a lot of money to start out with.  We didn’t 
own property and I don’t have a trust fund.  I am, however, 
resourceful.  I was able to scrape up about a year’s worth of 
cashola by selling our possessions and doing a little freelance.

We live frugally.  We couch surf, eat local, and try to cook 
for ourselves.  We walk a lot and we volunteer.  We have 
been living on a $1000 a month budget for two people and 
that’s doable.  Twice on our travels we’ve been down to $10 
but both times we have been expecting money from clients 
from past jobs I did on a freelance basis.  However, I am 
completely and totally burned out on branding, web design, 
and strategy for clients.  I have vowed not to do it anymore.  
I am walking away from my past.  I am, indeed, committing 
professional suicide.  That’s ok for now.

We live as if it’s a privilege to be in the countries we visit.  
With that attitude, it’s easy to give back, by helping out 
however we can, volunteering, or being of service some other 
way.  As locals invite us into their homes, we are always in a 
state of gratitude and the exchange is never about money.  It’s 
about sharing our unique cultures with one another.  I cook 
a lot for our hosts, play with children, and even help out with 
English lessons.  Our attitude is never about what we can get.  
It’s about what can we give and since money isn’t an option 
for us, we’ve become more creative with our giving.  It’s 
simple to live mindfully, frugally, and in a state of grace with 
that concept.

But when all is said and done, we are living / traveling on a 
shoe string and we did run out of money.  So, we put up 

Raisingmiro.com and started our travel podcast and blog.  
Part of the reason for the website is to fund our travels, earn a 
minimal income from this site, and inspire others.

Well, our resources seem to fluctuate.  I have walked away 
from my past, but always have those skills to rely on.  
However, we are completely and one hundred percent 
committed to making a living through our blog and podcasts 
as a way to support us.  By doing what we are doing, touching 
others, and inspiring many, we’ve received so much feedback 
that we are on the right track.  For now, we live off donations 
and sponsorships and have started to see a sprinkling of 
adverting sales come in.  We are actively seeking more 
sponsors and advertisers and in the same way we have learned 
to trust the universe, I trust my intuition that we’ll be fine.

The funny thing is, we always seem to have exactly what we 
need.  It was possible because we did rethink everything 
including the way we participate in this world.

Comments?  Tell us!  We love hearing from you.
publishers@rethinkingeverythingmagazine.net

Lainie and Miro 
Lainie Liberti is a recovering branding expert, who’s 18 year 

careeronce focused on creating campaigns for green - eco 
business,non-profits and conscious business. As the owner of 
a leading LosAngeles brand boutique, Lainie lent her artistic 

talents to businessesthat matter often receiving recognition 
through international awardsand accolades.

In 2008, after the economy took a turn, Lainie decided to 
be the change (instead of a victim) and began the process of 

“lifestyle redesign,” a joint decision between both her and her 
then 9-year-oldson, Miro.

Lainie and Miro are living a location independent lifestyle, 
slow traveling around the globe, living in the present, staying 

inspired, and participating in the world without fear.” Both 
write and podcast their experiences of slow traveling, 

volunteering, unschooling and being a global citizen at 
Raising Miro on the Road of Life Travel Blog & Podcast- 

www.raisingmiro.com.

Listen to a Lainie and Miro podcast:➤



Kids learn how to be bullies 
from adults.

I doubt many children see 
themselves as bullies, just as 
many parents, teachers, bus 
drivers, and kids’ sitcom writ-
ers don’t see themselves as 
bullies.  Subjecting people to 
a constant evaluation of their 
actions (while ignoring other 
aspects of their development 
- namely their preferences, 
dreams, and skills you can’t see 
them making a living with) is 
just plain rude, including the 
labeling of certain behaviors as “bullying”.  Call it what it is 
- rude.  When we stop tolerating and teaching rudeness - on 
all fronts - and stop dividing the different flavors of rudeness 
into “parenting” and “bullying”, recognizing that being mean 
to other people SUCKS, then maybe it won’t be such a prob-
lem.

As long as we’re a nation with compulsory schooling, bully-
ing will never end.

Yes- you read me correctly, I attri-
bute a lot of bullying ENTIRELY 
to forced schooling.  The rest of 
the blame is with parents - parents 
of both the bullies AND their 
victims.

But in order to proceed with this 
diatribe, I need to try to stop us-
ing the word bullying.  Yes, it’s 
convenient to lump every form of 
rudeness into one nasty word - in-
tolerance, homophobia, domina-
tion by force, physical violence, 
coercion, ridiculing… these are 
specific types of rudeness that are 

often lumped together as bullying.  Or discipline, if you’re 
a grown-up.

Let’s take a look at the dictionary definitions of Bullying:

1. the act of intimidating a weaker person to make them do 
something. 
2. repeated acts over time that involves a real or perceived 
imbalance of power with the more powerful individual or 

rethinking
BULLYING

These news stories about kids getting bullied are sad.  But what’s even 
sadder is that so very few people see how bullies are rewarded and      

encouraged.  Adults model bullying behavior in so many ways, but fail 
to connect the dots and see that children learn by example.

Bullying behaviors are an adult privilege in our culture.



group abusing those who are less powerful.  The power 
imbalance may be social power and/or physical power. 
3. includes behaviors and actions that are verbal, physical, 
and/or anti-social, such as exclusion, gossip, and non-
verbal body language.

How can anyone expect children to be 
strong in the face of behaviors like this when             
popular parenting practices encourage adults 

to be BULLIES?

Think I’m exaggerating?  Let’s look at popular parenting 
advice:

Sara Chana at Parenting-Advice.net gives parents this ad-
vice for teaching toddlers how to share:

Be a referee.  When kids play together, always expect 
fights.  Be observant.  As soon as a situation comes up, 
get in between the kids and play referee.  Using presence 
of an adult could stop a scene but if not, then it’s time to 
negotiate a little.  Use the opportunity to teach the value 
of sharing.  If the kids do not want to play together, then 
divide the toys equally.

WebMD gives this advice for parents when dealing with 
the grocery store tantrum:

I call it the “Stepford Wife” approach,” Lerner says.  As 
your child screams, say, ‘I know, I know,’ but stay com-
pletely calm as you pick him up.  Don’t show any emo-
tion.

Sometimes the best tactic is to ignore the behavior entirely.  
“You just literally act like they’re not doing what they’re do-
ing.  You ignore the behavior you want to stop,” Lerner says.  
When your child realizes that his screaming fit is not going 
to get him a second lollipop or your attention, eventually 
he’ll get tired of yelling.

Supernanny advises parents struggling with tantrums:

(OK- more than half of the article WAS quoted below.  
I had to choose just one but, to be honest, it was a hard 
decision.  PLEASE avoid the insanity that is Supernanny.  
Her techniques are not to be used on humans - EVER.)

Sometimes young children need it spelled out so they can 

see how their behaviour relates back to Mum and Dad pull-
ing them up all the time.  Your child reacts aggressively when 
you try to enforce rules and limits, so he gets told off.  Ex-
plain to him in simple terms the connection between those 
two events:  “Jack, being told off makes you cranky.  But if 
you keep hitting and biting, I’m going to keep telling you off.  
If you stop doing it then I won’t tell you off.

So a quick rundown of those expert parenting resources tells 
us that parents should, at times, expect kids to fight and mi-
cromanage the child’s social life so that children can’t have an 
honest interaction with their peers.  Keep your eyes open for 
the slightest sign of conflict and intervene right away.  Show 
them (by example) how to take-toys-away, then arbitrarily 
re-assign them.  This is a good way to be sure that they don’t 
get emotionally attached to anything they like because that’s 
an adult privilege.  The goal is to teach them that they’re not 
in control of their social life or their possessions.

Does this sound like a practice that will help kids learn how 
to share with one another?  These kids never had much of a 
chance to communicate with one another and the domineer-
ing intervention was completely insensitive.

Hmmm… this kinda reminds me of bullying definition #2, 
where parents use the imbalance of power to “force” tod-
dlers to share, instead of respecting that the 1st toddler isn’t 
done with the toy yet.  Nature doesn’t often put two toddlers 
in the same family.  Naturally occurring multiple births are 
quite rare and toddlers should not be expected to share, nor 
should they be forced.  Luckily, adults are creative and re-
sourceful and there’s ALWAYS a win-win option.

Sharing is an act of love.  You want your friend to experience 
the same joy you experience when you’re playing with your 
favorite toy.  Forcing a toddler to give up a toy, then to watch 
another child enjoy it is a SUPREME INJUSTICE.  It’s tor-
ture.  This breeds nothing but resentment and certainly not 
a sense of generosity.  Think about it.  When you WANT 
to give something, giving feels good.  When you do NOT 
want to give something, giving feels bad.  Let’s not teach 
our children that sharing is a punishment.

Expert parenting Advice #2 teaches children to internalize 
bullying in another way:

Forget about preventing tantrums at the store by maintain-
ing an active, connected, constant conversation.  (It’s amaz-
ing how much a toddler can talk at the store when you’re 



counting grocery-dollars in your head.)  These “experts” 
assume that tantrums are inevitable and advise parents to 
ignore it.

Can you imagine the emotional distress a child must be 
feeling in order to throw themselves around, kicking and 
screaming like that?  Is it really mature to pretend that 
such a display isn’t distressing to witness?  In her defense, 
the author was trying to get parents to react without vio-
lence or anger, which is noble.  But how about we remind 
parents that the child didn’t suddenly notice the price 
of peas and implode?  Volcanoes don’t just blast; they 
rumble, they vent, and THEN they blow.

Tantrums at the grocery store are generally the result of a 
child’s repeated requests being ignored.  Yes, it’s difficult 
to hear “can I have a cookie?” and “can we get corn dogs?” 
and “I wanted the blue noodles” and “Grandma has a cat 
named Lucy” and “I need to pee” - especially when you’re 
on a budget or in a hurry or afraid they’re out of your fa-
vorite creamer.

I have six kids ranging in age from 2-16 and I promise 
you, without a doubt, that EVERY SINGLE grocery 
store tantrum I’ve experienced was MY FAULT.  Tod-
dlers want to be heard.  Sometimes it’s hard to listen, 
especially when you’re distracted.  Communication is a 
basic human need - like touch, food, and sleep.  Commu-
nication and opposable thumbs set us apart from chim-
panzees.  If you don’t want your child to act like a chim-
panzee at the grocery store, allow him to communicate by 
participating in his conversation.  YES - it is that easy.

But this expert’s advice is completely insane AND bears 
a striking resemblance to the “social exclusion” version of 
bullying.  It models a forced and phony lack of emotion at 
just the WRONG time - the time when your kid is dying 
to make contact.  It’s almost psychopathic, isn’t it?  The 
author even recognizes this by likening it to “The Step-
ford Wives”.

Put yourself in the child’s shoes.  You want something 
stupid (no offense).  You asked.  You might have whined.  
You might have yelled.  You might have whispered or 
sung it to the tune of “Twinkle Twinkle”.  But you asked.  
Several times.   You might not even remember what it 
is you were pointing at 3 aisles ago, but you know that 

your mom is ignoring you.  She might be talking to you (“I 
know”) but she’s obviously not paying attention and, dam-
mit, she’s supposed to respond.  Your head is spinning.  You 
hate this feeling.  When will she answer?

So when you finally do implode and throw yourself on the 
ground kicking and screaming, you’re not even thinking 
about the whatever-it-is you wanted to begin with.  You.just.
want.to.be.heard.

But this expert advises parents to put on a poker face and 
ignore the child even more, until she is exhausted from the 
screaming and loses her will to try and communicate further.

Give it up, brat, 

no one is listening to you and they never will.

Your distress will never affect me.

Choosing a perfect cantaloupe is more important 

than listening to you.

I like this can of evaporated milk more than I like you.

Your emotional suffering doesn’t matter to me.

If that’s not bullying, what is?

Oh, I know - blaming children for the parent’s lack of 
control, maybe.  This Supernanny system teaches kids that 
control and order are of supreme importance, and that a par-
ent’s job is to enforce rules.  Affection, snuggling, cuddling, 
and love - according to Supernanny - are the perfect tools to 
manipulate children with to gain their trust and coopera-
tion.  Give positive reinforcement (love) when the child is 
ACTING in a way that you like and take that love away (she 
actually advises a stern, low voice and more social exclusion) 
when children act in a way you don’t like.

Emotional manipulation is NOT parenting.  It’s evil and 
twisted.  Can you imagine being cornered by your boss and 
having him say, “Every time you wear that skirt to work, 
something comes over me. I know you don’t like it when I 
grab your ass in the break room, but you keep wearing that 
skirt. If you want me to turn in your overtime hours, wear it 
tomorrow, too.”

The real world doesn’t look like that.  In the real world, the 



boss would be slapped with a harassment lawsuit.  But at 
home, children are just supposed to suck it up and allow 
parents to blame THEM for losing precious control over 
the situation.  Even worse, they’re supposed to be cheer-
ful and obedient throughout the social hierarchy indoc-
trination.

We are not here to control one another.  When you seek 
to control another human, you are focusing on the wrong 
thing.  When you seek to control your children, you are 
setting up a paradigm where your children will either 
become comfortable allowing others to control them, 
or BECOME A BULLY- using any and all of their 
skills to manipulate and control others.

Can’t we all just be friends?

Nope- because shortly after they’ve passed this toddler 
stage (all of the above advice is directed to parents of tod-
dlers), they’re expected to go to school; where teachers 
(who were previously strangers) are suddenly the ones “in 
control” and by the very fact that there are now 20 kids 
and one adult in the room, rules get even MORE arbi-
trary.

By the time kids are school aged, they have mastered 
the art of: 1)- withering in submission to their parent’s 
rules or 2)- putting on a mask of compliance when 
they’re being watched.

So they’re sent to school where an adult they’ve never 
met before is suddenly in charge of 20 of them.  Natu-
rally, social relationships will form.  Teachers WILL have 
favorites.  The socially astute will climb to the top of the 
class and have a lot of friends.  The kids who have trouble 
adapting (to this completely unnatural environment that 
goes against nature and psychology) will fall to the bot-
tom.

Humans are not meant to develop under the stresses   
of an institutionalized setting.

School is unnatural.

PARENTS are supposed to raise children, not teachers    
or talk show psychologists.

I could scream when reading my psychology book.  It talks 
about the stress hormones that are released when people are 
institutionalized.  Then it lists some forms of institutionaliza-
tion, in case we need examples.  Throughout the book, the 
examples are “prisons, nursing homes, dormitories, and resi-
dential treatment centers” but  NEVER public school.

It’s like the entire psychological world is blind to the fact 
that forcing children to go to school creates an unnatural 

paradigm that humans are NOT EQUIPPED to deal with.

Valedictorian Erica Goldson said it very well:

“I should look at this as a positive experience, especially be-
ing at the top of my class.  However, in retrospect, I cannot 
say that I am any more intelligent than my peers.  I can attest 
that I am only the best at doing what I am told and working 
the system.  Yet, here I stand, and I am supposed to be proud 
that I have completed this period of indoctrination.  I will 
leave in the fall to go on to the next phase expected of me, 
in order to receive a paper document that certifies that I am 
capable of work.  But I contest that I am a human being, a 
thinker, an adventurer – not a worker.  A worker is someone 
who is trapped within repetition – a slave of the system set 
up before him.  But now, I have successfully shown that I was 
the best slave.  I did what I was told to the extreme.”

Is that really the best use of a brilliant mind?

We’ve been so insulated from the pseudo-reality that is pub-
lic schools.  With my teenagers enrolled this year, I’m consis-
tently shocked at the things kids are expected to put up with.  
I’m not the slightest bit worried about my girls.  They’re 
spreading light and love, making mental notes, analyzing the 
social dynamics, and doing just fine.  I worry for the kids who 
have no choice.  I worry for the parents who feel that they 
can’t pull their kids out of school.  I worry that so often bul-
lied kids suffer in silence. 

I was talking to a very good friend the other day.  She said 
that in high school there was a boy she picked on mercilessly.  
A few years after they got out of school, she realized how 
horrible it was and wondered what ever happened to that 
guy.  She found out a few years later when she discovered 
her cousin was marrying him.  My friend was nervous and 
excited.  He looked sane & healthy but she wanted to apolo-
gize before the wedding.  She met the couple for dinner and 
apologized- deeply.  “I am so sorry for calling you names, for 
embarrassing you, for treating you like shit and I know I can’t 



take it back, but I am very very sorry.”  She totally cried at the 
restaurant and he forgave her.  Today, they are friends.

Bullies are victims, too.  Without fully developed brains, 
their reasoning, empathizing, and social skills should not be 
expected to handle an adverse and unnatural social environ-
ment like school.  Especially when the only skills they have 
entering into the situation are a 5 yr-old’s perception of what 
he’s learned at home.

Through the magic of six degrees of separation, I found a 
friend from 5th grade on Facebook.  Crystal lived around 
the corner from me and we’d walk to school.  My parents 
were freshly divorced and I had no friends at this new school.  
Crystal was my friend for the 4 or 5 months I lived in North 
Hollywood.  Her friendship meant a lot to me back then.

When I found her on Facebook, the first thing she did was 
apologize.  Apparently she’d turned into a bully that year 
(must have been after I’d left) and terrorized people through-
out the rest of her time in school.  She felt horrible for not 
remembering me right away (honestly, I didn’t expect her 

to, it was such a short time) but she was so glad to be able to 
apologize.  I’m glad she didn’t bully me.  I might not have 
handled it well at that time in my life, but the fact remains.  
Bullies suffer, too.  It doesn’t feel good to hurt people.  It felt 
nice to be able to tell her how awesome she was back then, 
when her memory was giving her shit.

The mainstream discipline-and-control parenting            
paradigm, followed by the insanity of forced institution-
alization for children is BREEDING hatred, intolerance, 

intimidation, imbalance of social power,  disregard for 
individuality, gossip, disregard for privacy, liberty, and 

personal freedom.

No child can reasonably be told that they are responsible 
for themselves when they’re not allowed to make their 
own decisions.  No child can reasonably be told that                

bullying is intolerable when the adults who rule over him 
are manipulative and coercive.

Check out Alfie Kohn’s “Atrocious Advice from Supernan-
ny”:

Supernanny’s superficiality isn’t accidental; it’s ideological.  
What these shows are peddling is behaviorism.  The point 
isn’t to raise a child; it’s to reinforce or extinguish discrete 
behaviors – which is sufficient if you believe, along with the 
late B.F. Skinner and his surviving minions, that there’s noth-
ing to us other than those behaviors.

Behaviorism is as American as rewarding children with apple 
pie.  We’re a busy people, with fortunes to make and lands 
to conquer.  We don’t have time for theories or complica-
tions.  Just give us techniques that work.  If firing thousands 
of employees succeeds in boosting the company’s stock price; 
if imposing a scripted, mind-numbing curriculum succeeds 
in raising students’ test scores; if relying on bribes and threats 
succeeds in making children obey, then there’s no need to 
ask, “But for how long does it work?  And at what cost?”

In the course of researching a book about parenting, I discov-
ered some disconcerting research on the damaging effects of 
techniques like the “naughty corner” (better known as time-
out), which are basically forms of love withdrawal.  I also 
found quite a bit of evidence that parents who refrain from 
excessive control and rely instead on warmth and reason are 
more likely to have children who do what they’re asked – and 
who grow into responsible, compassionate, healthy people.



If you can bear to sit through them, the nanny programs 
provide a fairly reliable guide for how not to raise children.  
They also offer an invitation to think about the pervasiveness 
of pop-behaviorism and our hunger for the quick fix.

I like how Mr. Kohn sums it up.  Avoid the quick-fix in par-
enting.  Don’t be a bully.  Don’t insist on instant compliance 
or obedience.  Model intelligent decisions.  Don’t succumb 
to the idea that you need to know everything or control ev-
erything.  YOU do not need to be in control of anyone but 
yourself.

Your children learn more from the way you treat them than 
from the words you’re saying.  You can’t hit a child and say 
“no hitting”.  You can’t lie to a child and punish them for ly-
ing and you can’t bully a child then send them off for institu-
tional bullying and expect them not to be bullies.

So I’ve totally failed to stop using the word and for that, I 
apologize.  But I hope I’ve made my point.

And the only thing I have to add is that mainstream par-
ents who struggle to inflict those rules are suffering, too.  
Being a meanie doesn’t feel good, even when you don’t 
know another way. 

Opt out. 
It’s never too late.

Comments?  Tell us!  We love hearing from you.
publishers@rethinkingeverythingmagazine.net
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In 1979, a time when the New 
York art scene was at its peak, I 
destroyed the large body of art I 
had created and gave everything I 
owned away.  I began a new life of 
faith and trust in what I perceived 
to be the creative abundance of a 
generous universe.  To be a worthy 
citizen of that universe, I sensed my 
life would have to reflect and be a 
reflection of that same generosity. 
 
Einstein says, “Matter never dies, it changes form.”  If, 
as I suspected, art was beckoning our culture forward 
in the direction of some greater formless experience, 
then the “matter” and attachment to the objects 
of creation would only change form and offer up 
something unexpected, abundant, and more alive.  
This is what the experience of destroying the art gave 
to me.  
 
I sensed something important stirring within that 
needed my full attention.  Fasting helped direct this 
attention inward, so I fasted for as long as it took 
for me to see what life was asking of me.  I had no 
idea that the final expression of this focus would be 
to destroy my art and give everything I owned away.  
After a month-long fast, two choices became clear to 
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me: I could keep doing what I was doing and continue to live 
(what felt like) a fear-based idea of an artist or I could give 
myself to some formless allurement that I can only describe 
as something I perceived would offer Life in full measure.  
Making this decision was not based on reason, so there was 
not the logical scenario guaranteeing some identifiable, 
beneficial outcome.  With intuitive clarity, I knew that these 
were my choices and I chose the formless allurement of Life. 

 
It was through this single act, where my identity as an artist 
came undone and a larger, more selfless identity began to 
emerge.  However detached I became from the identity of 
“artist”, I never lost touch with art’s essential heartland or 
the creativity required to live an inspired life in the world.  
Most artists discover that inspiration arises naturally out of 
paradox -- that mysterious interplay of opposites.  Paradox 
best describes what I leapt into.

Over time it became clear to me that trust and uncalculated 
acts of generosity had a way of being received and 
strengthened by the world around me.  I sensed the 
possibility that there was something quite balanced about 

life and that we could trust this larger, inherent quality 
with the entirety of our life.  We tend not to see or trust the 
existence of a perfection larger than that which we can see 
and experience as physical reality.  Instead, we are driven to 
control or improve upon our physical circumstances.  Real 
change transforms our lives naturally when we respond 
spontaneously and creatively to given experience.
 

The intent of the new life I stepped into was 
not to retire to a meditative mountaintop; 
it was to live in society in a different kind of 
way.  Nevertheless, it required unconditional 
trust and the relinquishment of all strategies 
focused on personal gain or advantage.  I 
asked for nothing from any human being 
and allowed all that life presented me with to 
come and go without preference.  I did not 
know how to live such a life or if it were even 
possible.  I could only intuit my way forward.
 
I ate when I had food; I fasted when I did not.  
I accepted the perfection of each moment, 
without interference.  It was terrifyingly 
simple.  Eventually, I saw the miraculous 

ways in which my life was supported.  This support came 
in direct proportion to each new level of fearless surrender 
I gave myself to.  I could never have continued this strange 
and lonely journey if I had not experienced the mysterious 
workings of this process.  There seemed to be no limit to 
the ways in which I experienced support.  Once, when I was 
hungry and losing hope, I felt drawn to a book on a shelf.  
When I opened it, money fell from between the pages.  
Another time, money literally floated down the gutter and 
landed at my feet.
 
Many of the people I met helped me as well.  When the 
building I was living in sold, the new landlord came to my 
door and said I would have to leave because he wanted to 

I could keep doing what I was doing and continue to live (what felt like) a fear-based 
idea of an artist or I could give myself to some formless allurement that I can only describe

 as something I perceived would offer Life in full measure.



live in my beautiful space.  Living in the moment, I asked 
how soon he wanted me to go.  When he said, “as soon as 
possible”, I walked straight out the door, leaving behind what 
few possessions remained.  Penniless, with nowhere to go, I 
ran into a young artist I knew.  He was someone who came 
to me on a regular basis for help and advice.  Seeing me, he 
immediately launched into the latest relationship problems 
he was having.  I listened carefully, comforted him, and 
offered advice.  He thanked me and walked away.  Later that 

night, he ran across me again sitting at a bus stop.  He asked 
where I was going and I told him I didn’t know.  On hearing 
what happened, he offered his studio for me to stay in.  
Another time, a group of Dominican nuns, who had heard 
my story and how I lived my life, gave me a small purse in the 
shape of a fish.  Later I discovered it was full of cash.  Often, 
people of means would be inspired by the things I said or did 
for them and they would invite me to stay in their homes.  I 

would do whatever I saw needed doing -- I cooked, cleaned, 
did artwork, listened to their problems, and offered advice.  
When I felt it was time to move on, I would simply leave, not 
knowing where I would go next.
 
I found it baffling that those I stayed with would often tell 
me they felt remorse about not giving as much to me as I 
had given to them!  Even with the many wonderful gifts that 
came into my life, my journey remained frightening and 

difficult at times.  What I thought I needed didn’t always fall 
into my lap as I had hoped.  In fully accepting what came, 
however, I eventually saw that what I received was exactly 
what I needed.  Much of what came into my life taught me 
greater levels of courage and trust; things I would not have 
learned, given the option to pick and choose my experiences.  
Having given up all sense of security, I was forced to confront 
my fears, which I sensed were the same fears collectively 

Having given up all sense of security, I was forced to confront my fears, 
which I sensed were the same fears collectively held by society. 



held by society.  I trusted that what I needed to transform 
any given situation was inherently available in the situation 
itself.  Once, late at night, a street gang surrounded me, 
stopping me in my tracks.  When they asked what I had that 
they might want, I handed them the small boxes of raisins I 
carried for the local children I knew.  This innocent gesture 
won over the women the gang was trying to impress and the 
young men’s aggression quickly turned to embarrassment.
 
Freedom, joy, and my ability to help others were the gifts that 
came with meeting each new challenge.  The hard-earned 
territory I eventually came to know was useful in disarming 
the fear and limitation held by those I encountered.  
Effectively fielding their fear and inspiring hope became a 
cultivated act of generosity in itself.  We just don’t know how 
deeply our collective fear of emptiness runs, until we place 

our lives in proximity to its potential influence.  After all, 
isn’t our fear of emptiness indistinguishable from our fear of 
death?
 
Lessons learned in the fires of emptiness tempered my steel 
and allowed for a greater level of compassion.  Generosity 
became automatic when it was freed from the tyranny of fear 
and limitation.
 
In western culture, the blind pursuit of material advantage 
has become the norm.  Its voice of insecurity informs us 
that what we have is never quite enough.  Viewed from this 
worldly perspective, I became what most of us put all of our 
energies into avoiding – I became nothing! 
 
Our natural tendencies for kindness and generosity 
are tentative if we haven’t confronted our insecurities.  
Our selfish determination for having will always be in 
direct proportion to our fear of not having.  A true and 
spontaneous act of generosity doesn’t reference the 
fundamentals of the two.  Instead, it is born out of the 
fertile, in-between place.  To selflessly articulate a timely and 
appropriate gift to another, under any circumstances, is the 

essence of generosity. 
 
By finding freedom in the area of our collectively held worst 
fear, I was able to navigate the void, give unconditionally, 
and expect nothing in return.  With no reference point in 
the “real world”, I couldn’t expect others to understand or 
support my strange life when things became frightening or 
difficult.  The loneliness and creative potential of emptiness 
became my greatest source of inspiration.  It strengthened 
the presence I was able to Be for others.  Let me give you an 
example.
 
The defining moment in opening to the possibility of 
relationship with my, now, wife Marilyn came after many 
years of living out my spiritual journey alone and celibate.  
After growing closer as friends for several years, we began to 

explore the possibility of relationship.  What clearly set our 
relationship in place was our first visit to her family’s house 
at Christmas time.  We had been invited to the house of 
one of Marilyn’s relatives for dinner.  Before dinner, we sat 
around having drinks.  The conversation became more and 
more animated, at least partially because of the alcohol in the 
punch.  Many of those gathered had not seen one another 
for years, so they had a lot of sharing and catching up to do.  
Everyone knew that Marilyn had gone through a painful 
divorce, and I think they were curious about who I was 
exactly, and how I was going to fit into her life.  My unusual 
story had preceded me and, in comparison to most of those 
in the room, I’m sure I seemed a little mysterious and strange. 
 
At one point, one of the relatives who probably had a little 
more to drink than the rest of us turned and pounced on 
me.  The mystery of who I was needed to be revealed.  Fueled 
by alcohol, he aggressively took on the challenge.  When 
he confronted me loudly, the room fell silent.  It was clear 
that he had struck a nerve and had asked the question that 
everyone else wanted to ask.  I had nothing to say about 
myself that would be seen as impressive from a worldly 
perspective.  When we have nothing and have consciously 

Our selfish determination for having 
will always be in direct proportion to our fear of not having. 



become nothing in relation to the world and its values, 
confrontation with the simple question, “Who are you?” 
elicits prayer. 
 
At that moment, 
I asked myself 
silently, “Who am 
I, god?”  After a 
moment’s silence, 
I turned to the 
man and simply 
told him my story.  
To my surprise, 
tears came to his 
eyes.  He told me, 
sadly, about his 
life.  Like many of 
us, he had been an 
idealistic child of 
the sixties, a hippie 
who had believed 
in something 
beautiful—an ideal that required trust and faith in life.  
Although this belief may have been naïve at the time, he 
still held a small part of it in his heart.  Hearing my story 
opened his heart.  It renewed his hope to know that someone 
had lived out the dream, even if it wasn’t him.  He said, “I 
always knew I could live like that.  I got lost somewhere 
along the way.”  His poignant emotional outpouring opened 
everyone’s heart that day and I felt fully accepted and loved 
by Marilyn’s family.  It appeared that my “nothing” could fit 
into the something of their family structure. 
 
Now, nearly thirty years into this paradoxical journey, I 
remain in awe at the ways in which my life has unfolded.  In 
all humility, I can say that I am now in the celebratory phase 
of life.  Isn’t “happily ever after” how it should be?
 
In stories, “happily ever after” resonates with our souls.  It is a 
truth that we know in our bones.  “Happily ever after” is our 
birthright!  When grace delivers at the end of the well-lived 
life, the final gift is compassion, which allows us to forgive 
ourselves and our world.  In this, we find our freedom.  We 
allow ourselves to be happy, knowing that creation is not all 
our responsibility.  We work hard and joyfully, and allow 
space for the universe to meet our efforts and talents half 

way.  The Mystery of the universe leads us gladly, when we 
learn to surrender and trust it do so.  It can free us from 
unconscious compulsions and bring into form the life we had 
imagined for ourselves.  Grace comes through like a promise 
at the place we can do no more.  When we have not learned 
this surrender, we push our efforts to what is humanly 
possible and fail, then take the failure personally when in fact 
we had no business trying to control the mystery of our lives 
by playing god.
 
After twenty years on this lone path, I began creating art 
again.  My dream as an artist continues to unfold in unique 
ways and with its own correct timing.
 
Victor Hugo said, “The world cannot resist an idea whose 
time has come.”  I must, however, say that my dream as an 
artist didn’t play out the way I would have imagined.  In 
retrospect, I see that life’s paradox has gotten the last laugh.  
I have received greater notoriety for destroying my art than 
I ever did for creating it!  The deeper mythos of my story 
has come full circle and found resonance in a world going 
through a transformational shift of its own.



 When we allow the mystery a say in what we do, there is a 
universal quality that comes through our lives and work.  It 
is as if the evolution of consciousness comes rattling down 
through some larger collective pipeline.  The world we 
thought we knew shifts and we all change together.  Not, of 
course, at the same time.  Change is frightening and some 
resist the inevitability of change and get drug along for a 
while until they turn and allow the current of change to carry 

them where they need to go.  It is often the artists, poets, or 
those more sensitive among us who receive the new reality 
coming down through the collective.  They do so, often, 
before many others.  Real and important change has a quality 
of Truth to it.  There is a resonance in the heart that allows us 
to identify truth.  The world recognizes and experiences the 
mysterious quality of a higher truth in a personal way, as they 
would a myth.  In that recognition, boundaries simply fall 

away and we come to find that the thing we identified as “our 
own” is actually universal -- a creation belonging to all of us.  
An encounter of this kind is expansive.  It awakens the best 
in all of us and reminds us of who we are - separate from our 
individual egos.
 
By simply holding the ground I have come to inhabit, my life 
is given in service to this larger shift.  Whether working with 
individuals, groups, or organizations, “generosity”, for me, 
takes the form of helping others translate their experience of 
fear into the reality of new possibility.
 
I do it in many ways.  I have many people come to see my art 
and hear me talk.  I had a young man calling me at 3:00 in 
the morning until I asked him to call at a more reasonable 
hour!  I travel and speak to many different audiences.  I have 
done over a hundred media interviews.  My wife and I also 
teach and do workshops.
 
I now share a simple life on Whidbey Island, Washington 
with my beautiful wife Marilyn Strong, in the midst of a 
supportive community.  I currently have a large new body of 
art made from natural and found materials.  My art is seen 
by many through my website, book “The Inspired Heart”, 
videos, YouTube clips, lectures, and workshops.  Parabola 
Magazine produced a documentary film about my art and 
life in 2001 entitled, In the Hands of Alchemy (which is 
now a 2007 Sentient Publications DVD).  My alternative 
life story is currently being made into a feature film by award 
winning Danish filmmaker Hans Fabian Wullenweber.  I 

give annual lectures on creativity and the spirit of the time 
at Pacifica Graduate Institute.  As a voice of the artist in the 
corporate world, I have written monthly articles expressing 
the “spirit of the times” for Inferential Focus - a highly 
regarded think-tank and consulting firm in New York City.
 
After all is said and done, what I know to be most true is this:
Even if we have acquired the world and all its gold, we cannot 

Even if we have acquired the world and all its gold, 
we cannot find peace in our lives if the foundation of our security 
is built on fear for our survival. 



find peace in our lives if the foundation of our security is 
built on fear for our survival.  The gift we have to offer the 
world comes from the full potential of who we are, grounded 
in the trust and faith in a generous and abundant universe.

Comments?  Tell us!  We love hearing from you.
publishers@rethinkingeverythingmagazine.net
 
More information, visit:

Jerry Wennstrom’s web site
www.handsofalchemy.com

Jerry’s YouTube Videos 
http://www.youtube.com/user/marjercom

Watch one of Jerry’s videos here:



Tapping Into the 
Vein of the Divine: 
A Spiritual Life 
Quest of Healing 
and Wholeness

How does one go from an angry, depressed adolescent, 
casually and apathetically putting her fist through a stranger’s 
apartment window, to living a life of peace, joy, love, 
compassion, empathy, and activism?  For me, it began with a 
deep spiritual relationship with trees and a pact made at age 
nine to the universe...
Desensitizing the Empath
When I was a toddler, I realized I was an Empath.  My ability to connect deeply and holistically to the 
suffering in the world was so intense that at times it felt excruciating and unbearable.  I recall falling to the 
ground and sobbing when I would watch garbage cans tip over and roll around helplessly in the wind on 
garbage day.  I did not understand yet that objects were not alive like people, animals, and plants, and I 
anguished at the perceived vulnerability of certain things; an orange bulls-eye shape on a tiny piece of sewing 



equipment, a stuffed animal in a trash bag, the stretched 
stitching of fabric, the blankness of an empty page, the 
way something rocked as it was placed down.  As I grew a 
little older, I recall getting off my bike and running over to 
a tomato that someone had dashed across the sidewalk.  I 
knelt down next to it, stroked it, and cried for it as I wanted 
to when I saw hurt people, animals, insects, trees, plants, 
smashed pumpkins, hurt cartoon characters, and unwanted 
things.  Unfortunately, my suffering was private, as there was 
no way for me to articulate it.

I distinctly remember the feeling of the first time I 
experienced desensitization of the suffering of a living thing 
and harmed it against my instinct.  I was four years old.  I 
recall naturally avoiding the  gypsy moth caterpillars crawling 
all over the road as I rode my tricycle.  I was shocked when 
my caretaker told me, “Run them over, those are bad.”  I 
remember the mixture of spiritual horror, pain, fascination, 
deadness, and sickening curiosity I felt as I bent over the tiny 
handlebars and watched the flat black tire crush a tiny, fuzzy, 
colorful body and then rotate back around, exposing what I 
had done.  I remember feeling a dull, pleading pull inside of 
my chest as I let my tire crush two, three, four at a time.  At 
the time, my caretaker approved, but something deep and 
ancient inside of me didn’t.

There are certain moments and chronic life 
circumstances that alter children profoundly, causing 
them to disconnect from themselves and desensitize 
themselves to the suffering of others.  Child physical, 
sexual, and emotional abuse, physical and emotional 
neglect, domestic violence, abandonment, loss, foster 
care, punitive parenting, institutionalized schooling, 
cultural aggression, peer harassment, and insensitive 
adults who fail to protect children, can alter a child’s 
neurology and cause severe trauma to the developing 
body, mind, psyche, and spirit.  Just living day to day 
in our materialistic, touch-starved, emotionally and 
spiritually disconnected culture can cause trauma to 
children.  Unfortunately, when a child is traumatized, a cycle 
of shame, rage, desensitization, and negativity often develop.  
This affects the child’s ability to draw positive experiences 
to themselves, putting the child at risk for a life cycle of 
suffering and pain.

Throughout my entire childhood, I endured chronic 

physical, emotional, and spiritual suffering at the hands of 
family, teachers, school systems, and tormenting peers in 
addition to chronic life-threatening medical conditions 
- namely Crohn’s Disease, allergies, and asthma.  I was 
drowned in a daily torrent of negativity, shaming, suffering, 
despair, and hopelessness being modeled to me or imposed 
upon me by my inescapable life circumstances.  It was 
difficult for me to develop any sense of positive outlook, 
positive self regard, or understanding of the needs of others 
in such conditions.  I suffered chronic depression and anxiety 
from age six until age twenty.  However, the life lines I always 
clutched onto were my writing, art, grounding hope, limitless 
eccentric creativity, unquenchable intelligence, comforting 
gnosis, passionate, rebellious nature, and my capacity for 
empathy.

Age Nine: Sealing a Pact with My Future Son 
and My Life’s Purpose
Age nine was a pivotal year for me.  I was a gifted artist and 
writer and had already known since the age of four that 
my career would center around writing and art.  At nine, 
my pained psyche was beginning to embellish seriously 
damaged patterns of inner torment.  I was struggling with 

the sensory and social turmoil 
of undiagnosed Asperger’s 
Syndrome, the agony of 
medically atypical Crohn’s 
Disease, severe trauma and 
mental illness occurring in the 
family, a female school teacher 
who was sexually violating me, 
and deep sexual and spiritual 
confusion.  Three very critical 
events occurred that year, 
however, that would save my 
life: I would develop a deep 
bond with a dying tree, I 
would see my future adoptive 
son, and I would make a pact 

with the universe to help and heal abused children.

Mr. Oak Tree
At age nine, my lifelong passion and love for nature 
developed into an obsession with trees.  I developed a deep 
bond with a 100 year-old, stately, majestic, but nearly dead 
Red oak tree at the back of the school yard.  The comfort, 



love, and nurturing I received from this grandfather tree 
gave me the strength to endure each day.  I effortlessly 
communicated with this tree in a way I could not explain 
to those around me.  I spent nearly every recess at the tree, 
talking to it, performing for it, bringing gifts to it, talking 
about my dreams, hopes, and wishes.  My heart went out 
to “Mr. Oak Tree” because I was well aware that he was 
dying due to severe girdling of the bark, and I innocently 
tried to heal him with my love, caresses, and my ideas for 
“inventing cures.”  I fantasized about swinging from the arms 
of the impossibly high branches that could only be reached 

by construction equipment.  Occasionally a friend would 
curiously come with me to the tree.  Although I endured the 
ridicule of peers and the concern of playground teachers, the 
school where I spent my first five and ½ “grades” had some 
progressive elements.  So deep was my passion for this tree 
that the principal hired a tree surgeon to come look at the 
tree and talk to me.  Although the tree surgeon explained 
that the tree was in in the irreversible throes of death, he 
treated the tree and handed me two packets of treatment 
capsules.  I would hold the prized packets for weeks and talk 
to the tree about administering them to him.  I recall that I 
attempted to insert the capsules into old insect holes, but I 
could never get myself to actually bore a hole into the tree as 
the instructions indicated.  Maybe Mr. Oak Tree was letting 
me know it was futile.

The next school year, in a very caring manner, the school 
principal sought my approval to cut down the dead and 
hazardous remains of Mr. Oak Tree.  Later, in my teens, I 
pretended that Mr. Oak Tree was long since forgotten, a cut 
down tree stump abandoned in another town of which I no 
longer had a connection.  Twenty-three years later, I returned 
with my son.  There was nothing, just sand.  We discovered 
that due to repairs made to serious land erosion, the decayed 
stump of Mr. Oak Tree had sunk into the ground.  I recall us 
laughing as we dug in the sand urgently with our hands and 
grasped onto sections of the old weathered wood.

Today I asked Mr. Oak Tree’s spirit his actual name.  At 
thirty-six, it felt somewhat awkward to continue to refer to 

this stately being in such an innocent manner.  He answered 
prior to my finishing the question: Anamaeus.

Seeing My Future Son
I was a tom-boy in the truest sense of the word.  I hated 
dresses and I was in a near constant state of running, 
jumping, climbing, and acting wild.  I shutter at how I would 
certainly be chemically controlled if I was nine in 2011.  I 
didn’t like dolls or playing at being maternal, so I was curious 
when images began to appear to me at age nine of myself as 
an adult with my future son that I was to adopt.  Adoption 

felt perfect to me and the little boy seemed so familiar to me, 
yet no one I had ever met.  I was confused, yet I also sensed 
the comforting gnosis of “knowing,” as if my adoption of this 
child had already occurred.

My Pact with the Universe, My Purpose in Life

The third profound spiritual event in my ninth year came 
at a moment of total despair.  One evening, as the light 
outside was dulling to a dark navy blue, I endured another 
tormenting scene in my family.  When it was over, I escaped 
to my bedroom and tried to dissociate by burying myself in 
reading.  A thick, despairing depression crawled over me and 
I began to whine with fear and hopelessness.  I was only nine, 
how could I ever endure the seemingly endless further years 
of childhood?  I felt I would not survive.  I recall kneeling 
on the floor and facing one of my windows.  I looked out 
skyward and a profound sense of hope suddenly mixed with 
the anguished despair and traumatic exhaustion I was feeling.  
As I cried inside, I promised the universe, “If I ever survive 
my childhood and grow up, I promise to make sure no other 
child ever has to suffer what I am suffering.”  And with that, 
my life’s purpose was instantly made known to me...  And like 
a phoenix, I found strength to hold on.

Education that Would Lead Me to Unschooling

I was rebelliously opposed to school right from the start of 
preschool.  Overall, despite some fun moments, much of 
my school experience was one of being controlled, stifled, 

 

I shutter at how I would certainly be chemically controlled if I was nine in 2011. 



suffocated, and violently pulled off course of what I knew 
innately I wanted to explore at any given time.  In school 
I was forced to learn things that seemed to be aggressively 
opposed to what my brain wished to consume and when 
I was allowed to engage my interests or play, I felt like a 
dehydrated traveler having a canteen of water removed from 
me after only a few sips.  I found the structure and agenda 
of school to be tedious and the regimentation of physical 
needs such as the toilet, food, water, and sensory and physical 
activity to be traumatizing.

When I moved mid-year of sixth grade to a more affluent 
community, my experience of school would feel increasingly 
unbearable.  The hands-on activities, recesses, 
play times, field trips, and toys from my previous 
school were absent at the school I entered.  I was 
forced to stay in a chair all day listening to lecture, 
reading and copying out of textbooks, and being 
required to produce redundant drafts of my writing 
when my first drafts were perfect to me.  I was 
harassed by peers for being hyperactive, eccentric, 
and socially awkward.  These “Asperger-y” traits 
had been accepted as “cool” by my friends at the 
previous school.  There was now homework and 
school projects no longer consisted of me  making 
things with my hands, but copying dry facts from 
books and trying to make them sound like original ideas.  
My major challenges with math that were handled in calm, 
creative ways at the previous school were now referred to as a 
“disability.”

Adolescence: Aggressive Disconnection

Adolescence was a spiritually dark time for me.  A skinny, 
wiry girl, I was dark, depressed, despairing, rageful, sardonic, 
and filled with self contempt and deep shame.  I became 
increasingly rebellious about school, boycotting homework, 
deliberately testing poorly, zoning out, defying teachers, 
breaking rules, cutting class, and getting suspensions.  
However, I always strategically did just enough to pass the 
school year.  In my family, I became uncontrollably defiant 
and intimidating.  By that point in my life, I had taken all I 
would tolerate of being a victim of my family’s dysfunction 
and I essentially would not respect or answer to any adult.  

Mean-spirited peers in school tormented me to the point 

that I would feel like I wanted to end my life or get violent 
to get them to feel my pain.  I gravitated towards the very 
traumatized, angry youth and I assumed their ways in order 
to escape the relentless peer verbal abuse and threats.  I 
desperately wanted to fit in and it was clear that my natural 
empathic nature, compassion, sweetness, eccentricities, and 
creativity were not acceptable.  I began to lash back with 
verbal aggression and I challenged tormentors to fist fights.  I 
carried a knife in my pocket which I brandished if my friends 
or I were harassed.  However, whenever I would hurt anyone 
emotionally or physically, a sick, painful feeling of something 
deep inside crying out would slice into my heart.  To survive 
I learned to ignore it.

At age fifteen, I deepened my 
friendship with an artistic, 
funny, creative, socially 
awkward boy who also endured 
harassment.  Brenden and I 
became inseparable for the 
rest of high school and are still 
close friends to this day.  What 
glued us together was eccentric 
creativity, cosmic empathy, and 
a deep spiritual understanding 

of our mutual pain.  We learned 
to cope by inventing a comic strip and a role playing game 
world.  We would photograph our bizarre ways of causing 
mischief and culture-jamming in the community, generally 
without doing any damage.  Brenden buffered me from being 
more involved with the trouble that I would get into with 
the group of pseudo friends with whom I identified myself.  
However, when one of them called, I would not hesitate to 
go off with them.  One afternoon, I was trying to impress 
one of these more socially powerful “friends” and prove I was 
still tough, unpredictable, and destructive.  In the middle of 
a conversation as we walked, I impetuously “sling-shotted” 
my fist and smashed it into the random window of someone’s 
apartment.  As the glass exploded and I withdrew my fist, the 
girl looked at me shocked and laughed.  I grinned, deadening 
the throbbing pain in my hand and the running tracks of 
blood.  I continued to walk on and I asked her where we left 
off in our conversation.  She seemed impressed enough.  In 
the back of my heart, I stifled the pangs of burning guilt I felt 
for the person who would return to a home that appeared 
burglarized.



The Story of Wilhilah: 
The Tree that Named Me Soul Healer

When Bren and I were fifteen, I felt safe revealing to him 
my love for trees.  During our treks around town, trees were 
among the many things we loved to visit, especially three 
particular large and majestic trees.  Wilhilah, who would 
reveal his name twenty years later through my son, was one 
of our tree friends.  A state champion 200 year-old Norway 
Spruce tree, Wilhilah had suffered severe vandalism over 
the years, including having racist graffiti sprayed on the 
trunk, huge sections of bark torn off, and the entire back of 
the trunk set on fire by vandals.  Although an impressive, 
colossal beauty, Wilhilah’s condition was painful to the soul 

to behold.  Sap, the blood of the tree, drained down all over 
the wounds, making it hard to touch him.  Maybe that is why 
our visits to this powerful tree were short, reverent, and less 
frequent.  I think both of us could only take so much pain.

One day at age twenty, depressed and brooding, I embarked 
on one of my usual treks around town.  I put in my 
headphones and walked wherever my attention directed 
me.  I eventually made my way on a path leading through 
the woods in back of an elementary school and I came upon 
Wilhilah.  I hadn’t acknowledged him in awhile, and there 
was something very powerful drawing me in.  Wilhilah 

seemed restless, troubled.  He was beckoning me to climb up 
onto a thick, enormous branch of his.  I immediately beheld 
the horrible vandalism he had endured and my heart tore 
open and leapt out at Wilhilah.  I hummed and offered up a 
soft, soothing, and pained apology for what others had done 
to him; I climbed up onto his largest arm-like branch, found 
a spot free of the blood of his sap, wrapped my arms around 
him, and pressed my face against the cold wood.

As I began to lament the egregious sin of what had been done 
to this tree, something independent of me began to churn 
inside of my mind, heart, and soul.  My breath slightly caught 
and my lips parted as I curiously turned my awareness to this 
curious sensation.  Suddenly, I was blasted with a powerful, 
intense sensation of my soul tapping into the soul of 

Wilhilah.  As this occurred, images and 
excruciating feelings of empathy began 
to pulse and arc through every neuron 
and cell of my body, and into unseen 
spiritual layers, conduits, chakras, 
meridians, and chi points that I did not 
know of at the time.  I became one with 
Wilhilah and immediately experienced 
his entire life story, going backwards in 
time.  I saw the skinheads spray graffiti 
and the callous, rageful youth set fire to 
the tree.  I heard the spiritual screams 
and felt the agony of burning bark, 
popping wood, and destruction.  I felt 
the anguish of bark being ripped off by 
oblivious youth, disconnected from the 
life inside of the tree.  I saw the time 
pass, and appreciative kids including 
me and Bren come and go, and the tree 

shrinking and retracting into the earth.  
Then there was a lull for a moment, the lull right before the 
rollercoaster falls over the stomach-lurching drop.  I was 
downtown in my town.  Before I could catch my breath, if I 
was even breathing, I began to watch the suffering play back 
through time of my town, people in my town, everything, 
family violence, tormented people, racism, lost businesses, 
angry youth...  I clutched onto Wilhilah’s trunk-sized branch 
for dear life.  Like my head being screwed into some cosmic 
vein, I was literally watching- no experiencing first hand- all 
of the pain, all of the suffering of my town, including MY 
life and my family’s lives; then it expanded to include my 



state, New England, the country, and then the world.  I felt 
the suffering of every child, man, woman, animal, insect, 
tree, plant, and cell on the planet- the churning, moaning, 
howling suffering of all of humanity and life.  If I could have, 
I would have screamed a million screams and died a million 
deaths.  However, as searing, consuming, and intense as the 
empathy was, Wilhilah protected me from suffering.  It was 
painful but I was not in pain.  I was blasted open, shaking 
and trembling, but I was safe and calm.

Then, Wilhilah pulled slowly back and incarnated me back 
into my conscious mind again.  My eyes were wide, my 
mouth was slack, my heart was trembling, and my body was 
electrified.  It felt as if a cosmic spiritual union had occurred, 
similar to the first sexual union between two young lovers in 
the physical realm.  As I pulled my weight back slightly from 
the tree and my eyes came into focus on him, I began to talk 
to Wilhilah with my physical voice- thanking him, validating 
him, and trying to voice what had just occurred.  The bond 
and connection was now so intense that I both longed to 
stay with him and at the same time felt the urge to run from 
the exposure of knowing, the pain of knowing more than I 
could metabolize in one body.  It began to rain.  I hugged 
Wilhilah and expressed my love then jumped down from 
him and began to run.  I ran from the path, ran through the 
school yard, ran up the street with the convenience store lit 
up ahead, cut across side streets and across the main road, 
and onto my street.  The rain soaked me as I breathed heavily 
and tried to wrap my spiritually confused, disconnected 
heart and my intellectualizing brain around what had just 
occurred.  I questioned my sanity but knew I had been fully 
grounded and aware.  It would be almost fifteen years before 
I was able to understand and connect to what had occurred.

Although I always intended to and even though the tree was 
only a mile from my apartment, I did not return to Wilhilah 
until I was thirty-five years old.  On a wintry, frigid night 
with my son, as we were driving home from watching Avatar, 
Wilhilah suddenly called to me.  I was so surprised by the 
suddenness and randomness of it, that I almost ignored 
the connection and continued to drive home.  The urge to 
see him intensified.  There was a sense of something being 
wrong. “Do you want to take a trip?” I asked my 16 year old 
son.  “Sure!” he agreed, used to my spontaneity.  “Where?” 
he asked.  “To see an old friend of mine.  That tree I told you 
about at Lincoln Street school is calling to me.  I want you to 

meet him.”

We drove to the town and I parked the car on a side street.  
I told my son I knew a short cut through the woods to the 
path that lead right to Wilhilah.  As we walked, I ignored 
the feeling that something was terribly wrong.  I knew 
Wilhilah was likely dying.  As we walked the wooded path, 
it was black out, with only the moon and the distant lights 
of the nearby prep school through the trees providing light.  
As we rounded the bend, I almost did not want to look.  I 
increasingly sensed foreboding and I instantly knew what 
I was about to encounter.  I didn’t want to see it and told 
myself it was not true.  Brycen noticed first.  There was a 
clearing in the distance that shouldn’t be there.  Why is there 
a clearing?  My son made a shocked sound and I suddenly 
froze.  The clearing.  That was the span of where the branches 
were.  Where is he..?  Then I saw it.  It struck me.  A second 
of denial and then realization.  A black silhouette of a huge, 
wide, chest-high stump.  The night was still and silent.  You 
could almost hear the snow icing and the cold searing the 
night.  I could not move as I leaned my weight on a small tree 
by my side.

“No!  I’m too late!  I’m too late!” I cried out weakly.  I 
walked slowly toward the vast emptiness where this amazing 
living monument once protruded from the earth and 
stretched out across the space and up to the sky.  I walked 
around aimlessly for a moment.

“Why didn’t you call me sooner?  Why now?  It’s too late!”  
I lay my body across the wide, high stump and what was 
partially left of the huge branch I once stood on.  I removed 
my glove and rubbed my hand vigorously against the cold 
wood in disbelief.  “Look what they’ve done to you...”

I began to sob.  I sobbed in the cold, almost comforting 
darkness in a way I could have never done fifteen years 
before.  I sobbed with the fierceness and freeness of a soul 
that has been finding its way, healing, and moving towards 
enlightenment, truth, unity, and healing through finally 
connecting with the divine in all living things.  I sobbed for 
Wilhilah, for all of his suffering and for the fact that I never 
made it back to him, especially with my son.  I felt my sweet 
son lay his body over mine and wrap his arms around me.

I asked Wilhilah why he hadn’t called to me before this had 



happened and why it seemed like when I intended to visit, 
plans seemed to always direct me differently.  He said it 
would have pained me deeply to have seen the condition he 
was in.  Tonight the last of his life force was leaving his roots.  
He was going to complete the process of dying and wanted 
to be with me.  My son stood up and gently said, “His name 
is Wilhilah.  He told me.”  I whispered my tree’s name and I 
smiled, thanking Brycen.  He had a gift for being able to talk 
to trees as well.

The next day, while driving home from work, feeling the 
heavy, deep grief of losing a love one, I asked Wilhilah, 
“What is my Native American name?”  I had been wondering 
for much of my life and I assumed it would be something 
along the lines of “Tree Whisperer.”  Wilhilah whispered it 
to me as I rounded the curvy road leading home.

“Soul Healer,” my tree’s spirit whispered.  “You are Soul 
Healer.”

Fierce Children’s Rights Activism; 
Intellectual and Emotional Growth

My abilities as an Empath developed rapidly in my twenties 
and went through major transformation and growth; 
however, I was spiritually confused and ambivalent.  I 
immersed myself in children’s rights work and the anti-
corporal punishment movement.  I wrote passionately for 
websites and newspapers and worked hard to get some 
media attention.  I graduated from college and graduate 
school.  I worked as a professional with children in several 
different systems, including as a social worker and then as a 
mental health counselor for severely traumatized children 
and adolescents.  I was inexorably engaged in a David and 
Goliath fight against the institutions I worked in: the public 
schools, psychiatry, the mental health industry, social service 
agencies, and abusive and neglectful parents and teachers.

My fights on behalf of youth were tenacious, aggressive, 
vicious, and relentless. I exposed these systems in ways no one 
would dare to do.  I lost contracts, was barred from working 
in agencies and schools, and kept my supervisors on their 
toes.  My honesty was brutal.  Because I lacked social tact 
and diplomacy, I would expose acute or systematic violations 
of children’s human rights in large meetings with multiple 
players and systems at the table.

I also rallied in anti-war protests, attended social justice 
lectures, and did culture-jamming stunts such as hanging up 
inflammatory anti-school signs around town in the night.  
As I was turning thirty, I read four books that changed my 
life, the direction of my career, my view of our culture, my 
view of child rearing, and my spirituality: Dumbing Us 
Down by John Taylor Gatto, The Continuum Concept by Jean 
Liedloff, Ishmael by Daniel Quinn, and The Alchemist by 
Paulo Coelho.  After reading these books, the changes set in 
motion in my intellectual, emotional, spiritual, and physical 
growth were as intense, rapturous, gnashing, and rapid as 
riding a 300 mph roller coaster nonstop...

Physical Healing Begins

When I was twenty-six, my first nephew, Liam, was born.  
My world electrified with new energy and meaning as 
this beautiful, precious child came into my life.  Liam was 
integral to catapulting me towards my path of discovering 
Attachment Parenting and unschooling, as I could only 
imagine wanting the most joyful, freeing, gentle life for 
a child born so holistically whole.  My loving, securely 
attached  relationship with Liam inspirited me to materialize 
and hasten my dream of adopting my future son, Brycen,.

During the first two years of my first nephew’s life, I was on 
the verge of terminal illness with Crohn’s Disease.  From 
the time I was three years old until the cusp of my twenty-
ninth birthday, I had always felt that the physical pain of 
the Crohn’s and asthma mixed with the childhood physical 
abuse I had endured was like an all-consuming straight 
jacket that suffocated my spirit from being able to expand.  
When I was seventeen, I had the first of four major intestinal 
surgeries.  When I was almost twenty-nine, my team of 
gastroenterology specialists at Mass General Hospital had 
been doing multiple tests attempting to locate the final string 
of bowel obstructions in my small intestine.  By February 
2003, I was twenty-two pounds underweight, wasting away 
on a liquid diet.  That month, my gastroenterology team 
experimentally administered a wireless pill camera to me.  
The next day in the hospital, my lifelong nightmare of pain 
ended and the final set of bowel obstructions were located 
and removed.  With this epoch of physical torment past me, 
I felt my spirit was cleared from the heaviness of the body’s 
pain.  My spirit was ready to be activated, as if freed to begin 
evolving me towards a higher consciousness.



Extreme Attachment Parenting: 
Adopting My Son, Brycen

I turned thirty in May of 2004.  By June, I felt an immediate 
and urgent desire to begin the process of adopting a child.  
My health was stable, one year post-surgery.  I was armed 
with the clinical and scientific information I had been 
amassing over the years about positive, nonviolent parenting, 
the neurological and psychological effects of trauma on 
children’s development, and brain-based alternative ways 
of healing child abuse and neglect.  I was also girded with 
the cultural, spiritual, and emotional world of attachment 
parenting, unschooling, and natural family living that I 
was just beginning to tap, dive, and wrap myself into.  I 
had worked with hundreds of youth of all ages in multiple 
capacities, earning the honor of their respect.  I was a 
dedicated and passionate aunt to Liam.  I knew I was ready 
to mother the child that was waiting for me to come for him.

Thousands of beautiful, 
hopeful faces of all ages 
stared back at me in the 
reams of internet listings I 
scrolled through of foster 
children waiting for adoptive 
parents in my area.  The 
children’s eyes all conveyed 
longing for a loving home, 
yet I knew I could only 
provide for one child.  In late 
summer, I was put in touch 
with a state-run group in 
Maine called, “A Family for 
ME.”  They had a traveling 
“Heart Gallery” exhibit of 
children who were deemed 
by the state as “difficult” to 
match for adoption due to 
their ages, the severity of their abuse histories, the number of 
failed foster care placements, and emotional disabilities.

On the phone, one of the workers spoke of a little ten 
and a half year-old boy in their “Heart Gallery”who was 
specifically in need of placement with a single mother.  She 
mentioned he had a significant trauma history and that he 
had been waiting for a home for years.  I felt a surge of hope 

as I agreed to take down his national adoption listing ID 
number to look him up.  My breath caught as his familiar 
picture appeared on my screen.  This vibrant little blond 
boy with a huge playful smile and mischievous, brilliant, 
eccentric energy was a child I had noted several times before 
in the listings.  I had been drawn to him repeatedly.  I had 
only passed him over because the description of his needs 
sounded so benign and simplistic- seemingly a fine match for 
a typical adoptive parent with little experience with trauma.  
My son’s description did not hint at the traumas he endured, 
the multiple losses he suffered, the serious behavioral and 
emotional challenges he displayed, the despair developing in 
him, or the intense needs that burned in him.  I immediately 
called back the woman at A Family For ME and she put me 
in touch with the child’s social worker.

When I spoke to the social worker about my future son, I 
began to pace.  The more she told me about this precious 
child, my body began to tremble and shiver.  I paced so 
hard around my kitchen that eventually I was jumping side 

to side and not even walking.  
There was a moment when 
realization, an explosion of 
electric energy, spirit, and light 
shuttered me to the point 
where I was shaking so hard my 
chest was buzzing.  This was my 
son.  Not, “I could see myself 
being this child’s mother” but, 
this child is my son, the boy 
I was shown when I was nine 
years old.

After many legal interstate 
hoops to jump through, 
many meetings with my 
son’s providers and former 
caretakers, hours of phone 

calls, and weeks of buying clothing, toys, bedding, and other 
necessities, it finally happened.  That magical date was finally 
set when Brycen and I would first meet: Wednesday, January 
19, 2005, a month after he turned eleven.

As I walked into the brown surroundings of my son’s tenth 
and final foster home, my eyes instantly scanned every inch 
of the room craving to catch a glimpse of the small boy I 

“You are Soul Healer.”



had come here to take into my life forever.  I knew he must 
be overwhelmed with emotion, just the prior afternoon 
receiving the colossal news that his dream had come true- he 
was going to meet his forever mom!  I looked at the foster 
parent.  She called my son’s name up the stairs.  I heard little 
footsteps scrambling.

Then, the most powerful force of love and joy I had ever 
felt radiated through me.  There he was.  This small, thin, 
energetic little boy with wispy, blond hair descended the 
stairs.  We instantly locked eyes and he rushed over to me 
and looked up, his eyes never leaving mine.  In that moment, 
everything around me disappeared and it was only my son 
and me in the world.  We were enveloped in an expanse 
of white light.  His precious little face was looking up at 
me, his longing, urgent blue eyes searching mine for truth, 
honesty, and love.  He was so small, so thin, so pale, and 
so fragile, yet he was the most precious, beautiful child I 
had ever beheld.  Love, rapture, joy, energy, and maternal 
ecstasy surged through me as our eyes remained locked, 
holding one another.  I describe these moments as the birth 
and the breastfeeding, when oxytocin surged through my 
veins.  I longed to pick him up and hold him, but I knew 
I must respect his process and let it unfold naturally.  I felt 
my hand instinctively reach out and gently caress his little 
face.  He smiled instantly at me.  I was so deeply in maternal 
love that I knew we were talking.  I was saying all of the 
right things but I don’t know what I was saying.  Our voices 
melted together like a symphony.  I remember we were finally 
discussing Pokemon.  The communication beneath the words 
was intensely emotional and spiritual.  Our surroundings 
were without time and space.  There was just my child in his 
oversized, disheveled, mismatched clothing, picked out just 
for me, his messy cow-licked hair, combed just for me, his 
tiny eleven year-old body, his angelic little face, eyes fused 
into mine, and me.  Our eyes and spirits remained locked for 
five, possibly ten minutes, until Brycen’s adoption worker 
finally spoke.

Our relationship has always been as intensely affectionate, 
passionately connected and deeply loving; I’ve known him 
forever.  We celebrated our sixth adoption anniversary 
this January 19, 2011.  My son is now a brilliant, creative, 
muscular, gorgeous seventeen year-old with long, blond, 
wavy hair, a deep soothing voice, and a passion for music, 
exploring, inventing, and creating.  As a deeply sensitive, 

insightful soul, he has conveyed to me that his life’s purpose 
is to heal and protect children through his music.  We have 
lived fifteen years in these past six.  And mixed in amongst 
the joys of being an attachment-focused, unschooling family 
have been times of intense emotional angst and growth as 

Brycen moves through 
the terrain of healing his 
past traumas and losses 
and reconnecting to his 
empathic, deeply psychic 
spirit.  For most of our 
relationship, Brycen 
has intensely craved my 
physical, emotional, 
and spiritual affection, 
nurturing, compassion, 
and attention.  However, 
there were times when he 
pulled me into the abyss 

with him to the point where I believed I would drown.  In 
those moments, the emotional healing I have done and my 
spiritual enlightenment have been my lifelines that allowed 
me to hang on to him as he longed for me to do, for his dear 
life.

Nana: The Healing and Dying Process

My entire life I had been spiritually confused, a dance of 
wishing to believe, but yanking myself back from the vein 
of the divine due to shame.  However, at age thirty-three, 

all of the enlightening 
and divine power of the 
universe would begin to 
thunder through me and 
rain into me as I faced the 
most painful loss I have 
ever endured: the death of 
my maternal grandmother.

Serenity, support, safety, 
and stability were qualities 
that were lacking in my 
family of origin.  Although 
there were many moments 

and days of laughter, playfulness, and affection, we all had 
to work hard to sustain these times beyond a moment or a 



day.  Although our relationship had been turbulent, Nana 
was one of my primary attachment figures from infancy until 
her death.  Nana was generous, playful, and friendly and 
had an infectious laugh.  We shared a deep bond mixed with 
antagonism, stubbornness, and trauma.  When she entered 
the hospital for a heart valve replacement surgery and serious 
complications occurred, my feelings of love, loyalty, and 
horrified concern mixed with rage, anger, and resentment.

As her condition became more serious and she was in an 
unconscious state, my concern deepened.  One afternoon, 
I went into the ICU with the intent of healing our 
relationship. My deep emotions about the past mixed with 
my terrified emotions about the possibility of losing her.  At 
her ICU bedside, I began to pour out deep sadness, anger, 
and angst about things that had happened between us.  It 
was one of the first times in my life that I had allowed myself 
to cry so freely and fully.  After I had fully expressed myself, 
an immediate and freeing wave of compassion and empathy 
for her washed over me.  I suddenly saw her as a little child, 
alone in a field, crying from a cut knee.  My heart went 
out to her.  I did a gentle guided imagery of her beloved 

grandmother, Bapka, coming into the field, picking her up 
and carrying her, then bandaging up her knee.  I told Nana 
that everything would be OK now, that I loved her and 
would always be close to her.

Nana’s condition was terminal.  Four months later, on the 
morning of March 29, 2007, life support was withdrawn 
eight days after she turned eighty.  For the next eleven hours, 
our family witnessed her very difficult process of dying.  
Although she was kept in an unconscious state to keep her 
comfortable, it was clear that she was fearful of letting go.

Five Minutes to Spiritual Enlightenment

Five minutes before Nana was to take her final breath on 

this Earth, my spirituality, which had been  ambivalent 
my entire life, was realized in an instant.  I tapped into the 
spiritual realm, not expecting it to be there and when it was, 

my eyes, my awareness, 
and my spirit were 
forever transported to 
a level I could not have 
imagined just minutes 
before.  It started when 
I had to rush to the 
toilet unknowingly 
five minutes before she 
passed away, having 
issues with diarrhea.  
In the bathroom, I 
awkwardly addressed 
Bapka, her beloved 
grandmother.

“Bapka, Nana is really 
struggling to let go.  She’s afraid that she’s going to go to hell.  
She needs your help.  If you would just help Nana, just reach 

out your hand to her across the bridge and let her know you 
are there, that she’s safe...  I know I’m probably just talking to 
the air right now but Bapka, if you can hear me, please help 
Nana let go.”

In the instant that I opened the bathroom door, things 
moved rapidly.  The sliding glass doors in front of me parted 
and my son rushed through.  “Mom!  Nana’s taking her 
last breaths!  Hurry!”  Nana’s nurse rushed up behind him 
as I began to bolt forward with my son down the hallway, 
her behind us.  As I leapt onto my grandmother’s bed and 
grabbed her hand in time to watch as she drew her final 
breath, my son, my mother, and my grandfather at her head, 
there was another person in the room.  I knew instantly, as 
if I had known her all of my life, that it was Bapka.  She was 

 

I have found that when we are ready to let go of the paradigm 
that people must be punished for their misdeeds and atrocities, 

we will be ready to understand the divine paradigm of love and healing...



just as solid, real, and fully present in the room at the foot 
of the bed as the nurse, only she was invisible.  Her energy 
was unmistakable and strong.  I could almost actually see 
her, but not in three dimensional from.  “You did it, Nana!” 
I whispered with sudden rapture as I witnessed Nana’s spirit 
leave her body...   As tears erupted all around me, I was 
shaking, trembling, and feeling a mixture of shock, rapture, 
crushing grief, and joy.  Never before could I have imagined 
feeling joy in a loss of this magnitude. But in that moment, I 
had an immediate knowing that Nana was totally free of the 
suffering of her mind and body.  For the first time in my life, 
I understood and had no fear of death!

The grief process after losing Nana was the healthiest, most 

intense, most total and holistic grief process I have ever 
experienced.

My Second Vision: 
The Divine is Pure Healing, Pure Love, Pure Joy

One day, unexpectedly, I had a second vision like the vision 
I had over ten years earlier with Wilhilah.  This vision 
would provide me with the insight to truly understand and 
empathize at the deepest soul level with every human being 
that has ever lived.  I realized in this vision that God and 
the state after death is pure love, pure bliss, in a way that is 
unfathomable.  I will share this vision with you now with 
the understanding that it may offend some people.  I have 
found that when we are ready to let go of the paradigm that 
people must be punished for their misdeeds and atrocities, 

we will be ready to understand the divine paradigm of love 
and healing...

I saw a beautiful landscape- green grassy meadows, calm 
pure lakes, colossal virgin forests, and vibrant blue skies.  I 
realized I was watching a tiny little boy with brown hair 
growing from infancy into manhood.  The child had 
straight brown hair and earthy, plain clothing in a classic, 
early 1900’s style.  I did not recognize him or the gentle, 
beautiful woman in flowing robes that nurtured him as his 
mother.  The child’s mother did not seem human like the 
boy, however, but angelic.  Her affection, nurturance, love, 
empathy, compassion, attentiveness, responsiveness, and 
tenderness toward the boy at all stages of his life were selfless 
and divine.  It was beautiful to behold.  I could not identify 
this child.  I knew he was not of my family line.  I watched 
the little boy’s entire childhood.  I watched him run joyfully, 
giggling and laughing, through graceful meadows, playing 
with other children, climbing and swinging from trees, and 
jumping into the lakes and rivers.  I watched his face light 
up as he tenderly picked up animals and insects and showed 
his mother and his friends in delight.  I watched him read, 
wonder, think, explore, write in a journal, invent, and learn as 
a child should, in total freedom.  I watched his mother hold, 
rock, and comfort him, any time he needed.  I watched him 
grow from infant to adolescent and into young manhood.  
He was a calm, serene, happy, gentle, and loving young man.  
He was mature and insightful.

When the young man appeared to be around thirty-three 
years old, his angelic mother called his name as he walked 
thoughtfully and slightly restlessly by the lake.

“Adolf,” she said gently.  “The time has come to show you 
from where you came.”

I suddenly gasped.  Adolf ?  My mind began to tremble with 
shock at the realization that this child was Adolf Hitler!  My 
mind wanted to race and process a million questions and 
insights, but I remained calmly rooted in place, electrified 
with curiosity and anticipation.  I watched as the angel 
mother, with her arm around her human son, graced her 
hand across the top of the lake.  She tenderly explained 
that he was now a man and that it was time for the man to 
realize the life he had lived before.  The young man looked 
at the surface of the lake as the entire Earthly life of Adolf 



Hitler began to play like a film: an innocent infant and child 
brutalized and tortured by mentally tormented parents; a 
terrified and angry adolescent taking refuge in the church; 
a brutal, racist, and charismatic dictator rising to power; a 
tyrannical genocidist commanding from his post; torture, 
suffering, murder, extermination of millions of human 
beings- men, women, and children; and finally, death.  The 
young man recoiled and looked horrified while the scenes 
played, and sobbed.  However, a deep knowing seemed to fill 
his pained face.  His mother gently explained something I 
didn’t understand- a task, a journey of some kind, something 
he needed to do and was ready to do, a journey he would 
need to do on his own.  He accepted.

I thought the vision ended.  However, seamlessly, without 
pause, Adolf walked into a vast expanse, as if in the sky.  
There were clouds all across and around the expanse, as if 
he were walking into an enormous hallway of empty space.  
He looked deeply troubled, but willing to face this task 
unknown to me.  I realized that as he 
was coming into this expanse, there 
were millions of people in a seemingly 
endless crowd, wearing white robes.  I 
immediately realized that these were the 
men, women, and children that had been 
tortured, brutalized, and murdered by 
Hitler and his Nazi regime!

What I witnessed next was similar to the 
excruciating, soul-gripping intensity that 
I felt during the vision with Wilhilah.  I 
experienced intense suffering and electric 
energy channel through my body, feeling 
like it would blow apart my neurons, cells, 
and veins, yet I did not suffer.  People began 
to calmly, but with harrowing emotion, 
approach Adolf and lay their hands upon 
him.  As each person did this, he would fall to his knees in 
searing spiritual agony.  He screamed, sobbed, and writhed, 
feeling excruciating empathy, compassion, and remorse, 
yet he never stopped the process.  He continued to rise 
for as many as he could and allow them to tell their story 
of suffering through him.  There were millions of people 
of every race, nationality, culture, and type that had once 
manifested on Earth, targeted by the Earthly Hitler.  The 
people continued to pour calmly and determined over to 

him, each taking their turn laying their hand on him- some 
individually, some in pairs, some in groups.

I experienced this beautiful, yet horrifying scene of healing 
and empathy for what seemed like hours and hours.  I 
realized that as Adolf experienced the story, emotions, and 
suffering of each person, that person was spiritually freed 
and fully healed from their Earthly life and memories.  After 
the last person’s suffering had been healed and the final 
story told, Adolf collapsed to the clouded ground, sobbing 
and trembling with pure remorse and compassion from the 
depths of his soul.  The entire sea of endless people in white 
robes, immediately began to surround Adolf, and then they 
lifted him to his feet.  The crowd, now freed and swelling 
with love and compassion, enveloped him, clothed him in a 
white robe and then they lifted and carried him gently away 
with them.  He smiled and marveled through his tears as 
their compassion, in turn, healed him.  In awe, I watched 
as they all moved away like one pulsing unit and the scene 

came to an end.  Although it seemed like years had gone by, 
only minutes had actually passed!  I wanted to share with 
the world what I saw, what I experienced, what I learned, but 
I kept the vision to myself for several months.  It changed 
me profoundly.  I now saw the spiritual manifestation of my 
scientific research on the effects of secure attachments vs. 
trauma, on a child’s holistic development.  This insightful 
vision caused me to offer love and compassion to those who 
seemingly deserve it the least and to work on releasing all 
resentments, shame, and anger toward myself and others.  



God is pure love, pure healing.  That is what we find when we 
tap into the divine vein.

Spiritual Growth and Attracting Abundance

My thirties have been a time of phenomenon; a time when 
some of my deepest life dreams have come to fruition.  My 
book, Instead of Medicating and Punishing, was published in 
2008 and I appeared in The War on Kids film documentary 
(2009).  It has been a time of excruciating yet liberating 
losses.  It has been a time of intense giving and offering to the 
world my gifts and having them received.  My thirties have 
been a time of holistic healing, emotional stability, a radical 
break with all mainstream systems and institutions, and 
surreal spiritual growth.  It has been a time when my deeply 
ingrained pattern of negativity and pessimism reversed 
polarity.  It has been a time of letting people in, developing 
healthy relationships, daring to be vulnerable and trusting.  It 
has been a time of feeling divine, unconditional empathy and 
compassion for every human being and all living things.  It 
has been the time when learning to let go and give up control 
has yielded liberation and new growth.

Spiritual growth has been rapid for me in the past few 
years and I have swung, like a monkey in the tree tops 
from one enlightening source of information and form of 
healing to another: Saharasia by James DeMeo, the work 
of James Prescott, the work of Ashley Montagu, Emotional 
Freedom Technique (EFT), energy healing, the study of 
Native American history, Louise Hay’s affirmations, The 
Law of Attraction, authors, leaders and mavericks in the 
unschooling, attachment parenting and natural family 
living movement, organic Paleolithic eating, letting go of 
shame, letting go of control, trusting, becoming vulnerable 
and intimate, going from an “anti” orientation with my 
social justice work to a “pro peace/pro love/pro healing” 
orientation...  beginning to believe that anything I ask for will 
manifest...  And, most recently, orthomolecular medicine to 
cure my autoimmune and allergy issues...

As of the close of Spring 2011, I am feeling happiness.  My 
beautiful seventeen year-old son is holistically thriving 
and he just released his first CD under his band project, 
Serenade To Darkness!  I am enthusiastically stepping out 
of the mental health field and into my parenting coaching 
and consulting business through LaurieACouture.com.  I 

spoke at the Life Rocks Radical Unschooling Conference in 
April, was interviewed with my son for the film documentary 
Class Dismissed, and I will be speaking at the Rethinking 
Everything Conference.  I am curing my body and psyche 
and watching myself heal to wholeness.  I am continuing to 
release past traumas and reverse negative thinking patterns 
with Louise Hay’s books.  I am expanding my spiritual 
growth by opening myself up further into the abundance 
and joy of the divine.  I am making connections at a rapid 
rate.  I am attracting through the universe the romantic love 
of my life, as my spirit readies.  I am also attracting financial 
security and abundance.  I embrace where my book, my 
art, my writing, my activism and my work will be taking 
me and all of the opportunities in my life.  I look forward 
to being here for the children in my life, for my family, and 
for friends.  I look forward to traveling and visiting the 
peaceful indigenous cultures who have such reverence for the 
Earth and for life.  I look forward to what the new spiritual 
consciousness has in store for me, for my loved ones, for the 
planet, and for the universe...

Comments?  Tell us!  We love hearing from you.
publishers@rethinkingeverythingmagazine.net
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LaurieACouture.com.

Laurie has a background as a trauma specialist and 
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It’s raining out there 
Clouds fill the sky 
I’m struggling in here 
Wondering why 
 
Why did she leave? 
Will she ever come home? 
Why do I feel 
So lost and alone?

Why is my heart 
Filled with such pain? 
How can the clouds 
Hold so much rain? 
 
Inside and outside 
The storm so intense 
Why doesn’t my life 
Make any sense? 
 
From the darkness that wishes 
The storm would subside 
Came a flash of brilliance 
My eyes opened wide

The insight that came 
From beyond comprehension 
All of this pain 
Just to get my attention 
 
Teardrops and raindrops 
Washed away the facade 
I could see clearly 
My beliefs were flawed 
 
These beliefs- 
What I’d based my life upon 
Had been running things 
For way too long

Where did they come from? 
What makes them so? 
These were things 
I wanted to know 
 
And so I explored 
The beliefs I’d been holding 
And how they affected 
The life they’d been molding 
 
Some came from anger 
Defiance or shame 
Some of them served me 
Some were quite lame

Some came from parents 
Back when I was young 
Some gave no clue 
From where they had come 
 
Some came from church 
Some came from school 
One group or another 
Imposing their rule 
 
Many beliefs 
No longer made sense 
And were carried around 
At great expense

In letting them go 
New life has come 
Dark clouds have lifted 
Unveiling the sun

With judgments returning 
To neutral ground 
Limitless choices 
Appear all around 

This redefinition 
Has opened my mind 
And opened new worlds 
To which I’d been blind

A path has been cleared 
To an inner knowing 
That guides and directs 
As I’m learning and growing 
 
The storm of emotions 
The clouds of gray                               
Helped bring me 
Where I am today 
 
And though that union 
Has come to an end 
I’m proud to call 
The woman my friend. 
 
Copyright © 2001 Dan Coppersmith. 
All rights reserved

Evolution



Evolution  
The Story Behind and 

After the Poem

I grew up in rural Pennsylvania, with 
traditional schooling, a hard working 
dad and a lovingly over protective mom. 
I conformed and obeyed, as long as 
adults were around. Clearly, it was a 
game. Although I played it well, the best 
part of me got locked away behind the 
many walls I constructed to muffle and 
conceal the screaming inside. Riding and 
racing dirt bikes kept me sane. It was my 
only release.
Much of the indoctrination stuck. I went to Devry for 
higher education, got married for all the wrong reasons and 
moved to Dallas in the Summer of 1980, the scorcher that 
still holds the record for consecutive days over 100 degrees. 
Having bought into the work ethic that seemed to work for 

my father, I assumed the role of provider, got a job in the 
semiconductor industry, bought a house, mowed the lawn 
twice a week and worked long and hard for the man.

After making it through several layoffs in my cyclical line of 
work, I found myself downsized and divorced. No worries, I 
still had my dirt bike. Before long there was a new and better 
job, followed by a new and better wife, followed by another 
divorce and another marriage. This time would be different. 
I was in love. For the first time, I felt good enough in the 
relationship to want a child. Selina was born nine months 
later. All was well with the world.

My daughter was two when I found out about her mother's 
affair. I wanted to work things out, but the woman had 
turned stone cold. We separated when Selina was three. I was 
devastated. It was the proverbial 2 by 4 that finally got my 
attention. I was now the common denominator in three less 
than ideal marriages. What the hell? 

Here I am doing everything I think I'm supposed to, 
everything that's been modeled and taught, and it clearly 
isn't working. Something needs to change. I need to change. 
For perhaps the first time in my life, I began to question 
my beliefs. I was searching for answers, to better myself, 
to keep this from happening again, to possibly salvage the 
relationship. Apparently a crack appeared in my hard shell, 
just big enough for grace to get in.

In the library of a Whole Foods, I stumbled upon a book 
called Living Deliberately, by Harry Palmer. I read the jacket, 
felt it was worth a read and paid my $15 at the checkout. 
This book resonated with me to the extent that I began 
researching the 9-day course it referenced, the Avatar® 
Course, immediately after finishing my read. I ended up 
taking the course about a month later in an old hot springs 
resort in Colorado.

Days full of waking up to past indoctrinations, examining 
belief systems, exploring reality, learning to feel again, 
letting go of judgments, discreating beliefs. Nights full of 
lying in natural hot spring pools, gazing at countless stars, 
integrating.

My world had been rocked. I had experienced a massive dose 
of unindoctrination. My mind was wide open. I was awake 
and aware, seeing through new eyes. Life would never be the 
same. I had an experiential clarity that I was the creator of my 
reality. How sweet it is to be alive.



The stone cold woman could sense the change in me - the 
openness, the lack of judging, the lighthearted realness 
that had been missing, and softened. We began to talk, to 
understand, to become friends again. I actually believed we 
would get back together until I realized she was carrying his 
child.

Still, closure is good. I could move on, and I needed to. I left 
the corporate world, 
practiced following 
my heart, started 
writing uplifting 
poetry, took up 
nature photography, 
learned many healing 
modalities and found 
the unschooling 
world. In short, I 
continued to grow 
and let go. Our lives 
moved in completely 
different directions, 
for which I am 
grateful. We remained 
on good terms for 
about twelve years 
after the divorce was 
final, even though 
our parenting styles 
diverged greatly.

Most of that time, my daughter happily moved between 
households. She attended kindergarten and first grade in 
the public school system and has been homeschooled or 
unschooled ever since, depending on which home she was 
at. She is a brilliant and beautiful being, and I did have some 
concerns over her spending much of her time in the more 
controlled and judgmental environment of her other home. 
In the end, I feel she benefited greatly from experiencing the 
contrast between two very different families and lifestyles, 
and drawing her own conclusions. 

Around the time Selina turned sixteen, as teenagers 
sometimes do, she began rebelling against being controlled. 
She explored more and satisfied some curiosities. She started 
making more conscious choices about the direction of her 
life. In general, these were not received well by those who 

wished to control her. Unconditional love and acceptance are 
so important.

Just before her seventeenth birthday, Selina made the 
decision to move to Seattle and follow her dreams and her 
heart. There were attempts from her other household to 
humiliate and intimidate her into staying and conforming. 
She chose to go anyway. As with all her decisions, I 

supported her.

The two weeks before 
she left were cherished. 
The Avatar Course filled 
9 of our days together. 
Selina was able to leave 
a lot of hurt and guilt 
behind. We are closer 
than we have ever been. 
She is off living her life 
and she is happy.

Selina’s mother is no 
longer speaking to me. I 
can live with that.

Avatar® is a registered 
trademark of Star's Edge 
International. All rights 
reserved.

Comments?  Tell us!  We love hearing from you.
publishers@rethinkingeverythingmagazine.net
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Resisting growing dread, imagining every lump on the soft 
ground to be a small feathered body, 
I catch my breath when a skeletal 
sentinel blocks my way.  A dead 
fir tree from a bygone Christmas 
stands purposefully propped against 
the thick bark belly of a tall pine, 
apparently guarding something on 
the other side.  I peek around the 
now bare branches of our family’s 
old holiday tree, remembering the 
magical sparkle they once radiated, 
and peer into a shadowy, sheltered 
copse where more abandoned 
children’s chairs and a small leaf-
blown table appear to be arranged 
for secret meetings.  Holding back 
my breath, I take in the view with 
the understanding: I was not meant to trespass here. 

I never knew about the forest playhouse my son built for 
himself.  I remember asking him, telling him, to avoid the 

fern and pine forest behind the pond dam, the preferred 
boggy grounds of poisonous water moccasins 
and copperheads.  The pastures and woods 
surrounding our small farm offered safer 
grounds to play, I reasoned with him.  Maybe 
he considered, because I was afraid, I wouldn’t 
venture into this remote part of the forest, 
while he, fearless and in need of a sacred space 
to forge his own connection with nature, 
deemed this spot perfect?   
I think I stumbled upon my son’s sanctuary in 
the woods that day for a reason.  It was time, 
in my own parent development, for me to bear 
witness to a truth that I would need reminding 
of in the immediate years to come… 

In his second year in middle school, my son 
perched expectantly on the edge of manhood.  

The tension, excitement and agony over waiting for the 
signs adolescence to appear meant daily comparisons of his 
hands and feet to mine and the top of his head to my chin.  
Sometimes he would fool me and stand on the balls of his 

the gift of the forest mother

It’s a clear spring day and I wander into the woods behind the hen house, 
over the high ridge of the pond dam and its lady slipper orchid colony, into a 
low-lying forest carpeted with giant ferns…  a place I never go because of the 
snakes I envision encountering there.  I am searching for a lost Belgian bantam, 

a friendly, speckled chicken the size of a wind-up toy.  Stepping gingerly over logs, 
my eyes scanning for the faintest flutter of feathers or slither of scales, I instead 
spy a toppled wooden child’s chair.  I move toward the chair through damp 
needles and notice they are dotted with bright blue iridescent neck feathers 
dropped there from the tall Virginia pines over my head where our farm’s 

peacocks nest, 30 feet up, is held in a swaying embrace. 



feet while talking casually for so long I wouldn’t notice he 
wasn’t that tall until his arches gave out and he dropped a few 
inches in front of me with a frustrated, “Aw, man!”         

Now, driven into the 
dank part of the woods 
I feared by a desire to 
rescue a lost hen, I eye 
with wonder, from 
a distance, the small 
sheltered grove’s roof 
of low branches that 
prohibit my adult 
body from entering.  
Heavily layered incense 
of pine needles and 
composting earth press 
into in my gaping 
mouth as my mother’s 
heart opens to receive 
the implicit message: my son may have come from my womb, 
fed from my breasts, and been held by his father and I for 12 
years, but he possesses in completion his own connection to 
the earth and his own ideas about how to forge and maintain 
that connection.  In awestruck acknowledgement, I confess…  
I can witness and encourage, but really, I am not needed, or 
welcome, for this part of his path.  

The insight gently pours into my heart on sunlight beaming 
through a soaring cathedral ceiling of pine branches past 
my wet eyelashes in a tender kiss on its way to form shifting 
patterns with the small blue feathers on the marbled forest 
floor.  A formerly distant shore is reached, grace freely given 
and permission granted from my son’s Forest Mother, who 
keeps him safe and nurtured in natural wonder, to enjoy the 
coming years of adolescence and to pass on the war stories 

 

 I am free, in my own necessary next step of motherhood, to embrace 
with full confidence the truth of my son’s connection to a greater 
Mother who fiercely loves and protects him as much as I and his 

father have throughout his now-ending childhood.  

well-meaning friends with older children rush to share with 
me these days.  I am free, in my own necessary next step of 
motherhood, to embrace with full confidence the truth of 

my son’s connection to a greater 
Mother who fiercely loves and 
protects him as much as I and his 
father have throughout his now-
ending childhood.  

The spell breaks and I remember 
to breathe, then turn away from 
the guarded entrance to the forest 
sanctuary that I wasn’t meant to 
find, but with the wisdom that I 
was, and whisper gratefully, thank 
you, thank you.  

Comments?  Tell us!  We love hearing from you.
publishers@rethinkingeverythingmagazine.net
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where she wrote this piece – just after returning home 

from the discovery she made on her wilderness walk.



Sarah:
It was so amazing spending 5 days immersed in love and 
powerful rethinking at the 15th annual Rethinking Every-
thing Conference with you!  Of the well-attended, fun, and 
transformational sessions Chris (my husband) and I felt in-
spired to lead was one we entitled: Slavery is Not Noble.  We 
feel very strongly, based in our own experience of expansion 
as individuals and as a family, that it is absolutely imperative 
for each person to be fulfilling their personal passionate pur-
suits within the supportive network of the family.  So often, 
especially in unschooling families (in which one parent is 
usually home with the children), one parent foots the bill 
for the lifestyle of freedom-based learning and exploration.  
They believe in their hearts and understand in their minds 
that learning is natural and voracious and support a free life 
for their children with their partner as the primary facilitator 
and caregiver.  But at what personal price?  What we are see-
ing now is an awakening from generations before us in which 
this was the accepted and expected familial dynamic.  We 
are throwing out the old chronology- carefree youth, semi-
responsible young adulthood, the most often burdensome 
adulthood years, and the golden years of retirement.  There is 
a new awareness that it is possible - and necessary - as we act 
as the primary mentors for our children- that each person’s 
life focus can shift from one of financial pressures and time-
robbing work to one of fulfilling focus on our truest desires.
 
Barb:
 I am profoundly struck, as I read this, that you've just upset 
the cart on which western civilization turns.  Redefining the 
roles of work and pleasure, rights and responsibilities gives 
entirely new meaning to life.  Bravo!  It's about time.  What 
you're saying here is that we as parents have a real obligation 
to our children, as their primary mentors, to make the con-
scious choice to live according to our highest wishes, dreams 
and passionate interests.  This requires relinquishing the fear 
based motives for most of what consumes our time, day in 
and day out: working at jobs that are not revitalizing and 
outrageously fulfilling as we fear that without our jobs we 
may become destitute, unable to create work worth doing, or 

be seen as failures or losers or lazy in the eyes of the joneses.  
Perhaps the shift you are describing also means eliminating 
friendships and connections with people that we have main-
tained ties with only because we share blood or have a history 
with them.  Shouldn't we be spending our time with people 
who inspire or at least allow us to express ourselves honestly 
and freely and from a center of authenticity and respect for 
who we really are - not who they want us to be?
 
Sarah:
 Short answer?  Absolutely!  It is entirely unacceptable to 
our authentic selves to squander one moment doing things 
or having relationships that don’t feel worthwhile on a heart 
level.  I say ‘heart level’ because most of us have been oper-
ating based on thoughts and patterns for as long as we’ve 
bought in to the fear-based culture and oppressive, ritualistic 
lifestyle that is predominant, mainstream America.  It has 
become cliché for people to have mid-life crises and to utilize 
any number of methods to ‘find themselves.’  What if we had 
never been lost?  This is what we want for our children - to 
preserve, support, and foster the growth and development 
of their individuality - the basis of all else.  But what we are 
mentoring, despite our best efforts, is that same societal 
timeline; enjoy your carefree youth because adulthood is a 
seriously stressful bore.  How do we break out of the rut?  It’s 
about prioritizing.  If we are spending time doing something 
we don’t love to make money (brain says ‘to support the fam-
ily’), then we have established a priority - money.  But if we’re 
being honest with ourselves and with our families, we’re re-
ally just telling the same story to our children that was told to 
us - for no other reason except that it’s the only one we have.  
Let’s write a new story.  And, yes, now we delve deeper into 
the relationship aspect.  This new story that we create?  The 
one that has our truly meaningful and personally fulfilling 
plot?  Many of the people who were taking their obligatory 
places in the old story will opt out.  What a relief !

Barb:
It's easy, really.  The hardest part is just deciding that it's time 
and that the next step is to put one foot in front of the other 
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and just do it.  Take a baby step if necessary.  Allow yourself 
the pleasure of fantasizing, imagining how good life can be 
when every moment is lived on your own unique terms.  If 
you can't just up and quit your job because the fear is so 
great then experiment with cutting back your hours, if only 
marginally, replacing time spent at a job not worth doing 
with something that is.  It doesn't matter what it is.  Maybe 
it's sleeping.  It might be cooking or cleaning or traveling or 
playing with your kids or making love or reading or hobby-
ing.  When you find yourself doing things that are genuinely, 
authentically pleasureable, on your own terms and not some-
one else's, doors begin to open for you in ways you have not 
witnessed before.  When your energy is spent feeling alive 
and good and joyful, opportunities begin to present them-
selves to you and all you have to do is pay attention.  Have 
you noticed this to be true for you?
 
Sarah:
It’s like magic!  We can track the rapid changes in our lives 
back to the moment we made the shift in our thinking from 
the same old story that we were trapped in our suburban life 
with our suburban expectations and bills… to feeling really 
alive.  We simply began to live in the potential of our dreams- 
and not in a future sense but right now.  That last bit is the 
most important.  Living with belief and hope for the future 
realization of a dream is the same old story - work harder, 
stockpile more money, etc.  As long as we perceive our future 
life as better than the one we are living, it will always lie 
in the future.  It’s as simple as determining what you want.  
Once you know what the priority is (even if it’s more avail-
able time to dream!), every decision is made easy.  Our natu-
ral tendency when we feel trapped is to figure out ‘how’ to 
get out.  Energetically and practically, escapism traps us in a 
state of malcontent.  The key is to determine ‘what’ you want 
your life to look and feel like.  All of our choices take us to a 
more ultimate realization of this goal.  These are the ‘hows’ 
and they unfold as if by magic when we are open to a state of 
pleasure.  There is a rampant misconception that life should 
be hard and that if you’re happy, you’re not working hard 
enough.  We can also argue that what ‘happy’ means for most 
people is actually a false sense of stability and security created 
and fostered by systems to ensure continued production and 
functionality.  What do you see as the key to making the leap 
from ‘happy’ to ‘joyful and fulfilled’?

 

Barb:
Being bold enough to take a leap of faith.  I remember when 
my first child was born over 28 years ago.  I had solid plans 
lined up to return to work after a few months, hire a live 
in nanny and go back to my professional, productive life.  
When my son was just hours old however, I was overcome 
with the realization that he needed a mother, not a caretaker.  
While this, at the time, did not make rational sense to me or 
to anyone in my 'support group' of family and friends, I chose 
to take the blind leap: I quit my hard-won job with a good 
future and income and trusted - fully, blindly, yet somehow 
knowingly - that this new life as full time mom would ex-
pand my life in ways I could not yet know, all because it felt 
so good to imagine spending every day nurturing my baby - 
holding him, loving him, learning from him, exploring a new 
world together.  Clearly my life and that of my son's and each 
of my children's would be dramatically different now if I had 
acted from a place of logical, rational thought and not from 
the place of feeling good.
 
Sarah:
Powerful, indeed.  My experience was similar but protracted 
and painful.  I spread myself thin working nights while my 
husband worked days and we alternated care of the children.  
We thought we could have the best of ‘both worlds’ and it 
took us time to realize that our priority could legitimately be 
presence with ourselves and our family.  I spent many years 
trying to muffle my heart voice because the external mes-
sages labeled it irrational or irresponsible.  The change in my 
mindset was made simpler with the financial and emotional 
support of my husband.  For the primary breadwinner in a 
family, especially, living joyfully can seem like pie in the sky.  
In reality, there are lots of options to decrease expenses, mini-
mize the amount of time traded for income, and dramatically 
increase the joy in every moment of our lives.  We often have 
people asking us how to leave corporate America, earn in-
come, and travel the country.  There is no one answer because 
each of our joyful lives look and feel different according to 
our talents, goals, and motivating factors.  That leap of faith 
is the key.  I liken it to pushing a snowball down a hill.  Once 
the decision is made to live on your own terms, there is no 
stopping it, and no turning back.  My daughter received 
some decorative alphabet letters for her birthday last month.  
She asked me to use them on her bunk wall to say, “Dream it.  
Do it.”  It really is that simple.
 



I wish that every human life 
might be pure transparent freedom.

Simone de Beauvoir
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